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The Dawn of Modern Feminism

BEAUVOIR, Simone de. Le Deuxième Sexe (The Second Sex). Paris:
Gallimard, 1949. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + Dedication
page + half title + [11]-395 + [397] = half title + [399] = Index + [400] =
Printing Information; Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + Quote
page + Introduction page + Half title + [13]-577 + [579] = half title + [581]
= Index + [583] = Printing Information, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 1,500
One of 2,000 numbered copies (from an edition of 2,150) on alfama
Marais paper - Volume 1 numbered 479 and Volume 2 numbered 1478.
Bound in the original boards with a design by Mario Prassinos.
Beauvoir's landmark work on feminism appeared at a crucial turning point
immediately following the Second World War, wherein she offered a
profound and scathing analysis of patriarchal society and what it means to
be a woman in Western society. One of her most important pieces of
writing, The Second Sex, was translated into more than a dozen languages
and played a pivotal role in the transition from the ‘old feminism’ of the
woman suffrage movements and the ‘new feminism’ that has dominated
gender politics ever since – setting the agenda for women's rights
throughout the nineteen fifties and well beyond.
Bound in publisher's original binding with the colorful, modern design
supplied by Mario Prassinos. Minor wear to exterior with a ½” circular “dent”
to the lower spine of Volume 2. Otherwise, a lovely copy of this extremely
important and influential work.
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Published While Witches Were Still Being Burned in Massachusetts
Witchcraft Attacked, Spirits Refuted & the Devil Denied
with the Rare 1691 Portrait of the Author and All Four of His Certifying Signatures

BEKKER, Balthasar, De betoverde Weereld, zynde een grondig ondersoek van 't gemeen gevoelen aangaande de GEESTEN,
derselver Aart en Vermogen, Bewind en Bedryf: als ook 't gene de Menschen door derselver kraght en gemeenschap doen. vier
Boeken ondernomen. (The Bewitched World, or, an Examination of the Errors in the Common or Vulgar Opinions Concerning
SPIRITS: Their Nature, Power, Administration and Operations. and also the Effects Men are able to produce by their
Communication with Good or Evil Spirits.). Daniel van den Dalen, Amsterdam, 1691-1693. Four books in one volume: 2 blank
leaves + 1 leaf with engraved portrait of Bekker on verso + [i] = Verklaaringe van’t Sinnebeeld + TP to Book 1 [1691] + half title
with Beright on verso [signed by Bekker] + [i]-[xii] = Voorrede + 1-136 + TP to Book 2 [1691] with Beright on verso [signed by
Bekker] + [i]-[vi] = Voorrede + 1-246 + [247]-[248] = Nader Beright + TP to Book 3 [1693] + [i]-[vi] = Aan den bescheidenen
Leser (To the Modest Reader) (signed by Bekker on page [vi]) + 1-32 = Naakte Uitbeeldinge (Naked Portrayal of the Complete
Content of the Four Books, the Intention of the Author, and his Policy therein) + 1-188 + [189]-[190] = Register der Hoofdstukken
+ TP to Book 4 [1693] + [i]-[iv] = Aan den Leser (signed by Bekker on page [iv]) + 1-224 + (217)-(224) + (217)-(224) + 225-277
+ [278]-[279] = Register der Hooft-stukken + [280] = Register [Publisher’s list] + 2 blank leaves; Quarto. First Edition (Van der
Linde, 16, 17, 19, 20; Coumont, B40.2).
$ 2,800
With the rare, engraved 1691 portrait of Balthasar Bekker created by Johannes Hilarides (1648-1725) entitled “Monothe-ist.”
De betoverde Weereld is one of the most important text of what Jonathan Israel recently termed the “Radical Enlightenment”. It
caused a furor when it was first published in Holland and the firestorm quickly spread to Germany, France and England – where
the book was translated and published within three years of its original appearance in Dutch.
Bekker was a Reformed pastor who had caught the infectious disease of ‘philosophizing’ after the manner of Descartes and Spinoza
– which, more than anything else, meant the freedom to reconsider received doctrine in the light of reason. Bekker previously had
encountered difficulties with two of his earlier published works – an unconventional adult catechism [1670] and a book confounding
the prevailing superstitions about comets [1683] – (there had been three spectacular sightings between 1680 and 1682).

But nothing Bekker had previously written prepared the local clergy – or northern Europe – for the book that he published in 1691.
Picking up on suggestions originally made by Descartes and Spinoza, The Bewitched World argued lucidly and effectively against
the popular belief in spirits and the power of the devil over human beings claiming such beliefs were insupportable either by reason
or by a careful reading of the Bible.
It has been claimed that Bekker’s book was such an effective attack on these ideas that he all but single-handedly caused the demise
of the witchcraft trials and devil-based persecutions that had plagued northern Europe for much of the 17th Century. While it is easy
to exaggerate the impact of Bekker’s book, it is clear that The Bewitched World was a seminal work in the undermining of
superstition, an early and powerful blow against the authority of the Bible, a significant instrument for the weakening of the Church’s
hold on men’s beliefs, and a primary contributor to the liberation of thought across northern Europe.
The Bewitched World appeared as four Books – the first two published in 1691 and the final two in 1693. However, the publication
of the first two of these books was preempted by a pirate edition in a single-volume octavo edition which Bekker vigorously objected
to. He categorically disowned that printing of his book, claiming that the only authorized edition was being published in quartosized volumes by Daniel van den Dalen of Amsterdam. In defense of this position, each copy of the books printed by van den Dalen
carried an explicit disclaimer page (the Beright) which Bekker personally signed to attest to the fact that this individual copy was
authorized and approved by him. (NOTE: One bibliographer claims that by the end of 1693, 8,000 copies of De betoverde Weereld
had been printed by van den Dalen, each containing Four Books with these disclaimers. Bekker, it seems, signed all 32,000 of
them!)
These four books taken together were “the most monumental and comprehensive
investigation of Satan, demonology, spirits, apparitions, magic, enchantment, and
witchcraft – four volumes broaching the topic from every angle historical,
philosophical, Scriptural, and judicial – ever written so far” (Israel, Radical
Enlightenment, p. 379). And, their impact was similarly comprehensive and
monumental.
The first Book began with an historical overview of the superstitions regarding
sorcery, spirits, ghosts and devils – tracing these beliefs back to pagan times while
noting that they had been perpetuated since then by the Roman Catholic Church and,
more recently, by the Calvinist Reformed Church. The second Book went on the
offensive, philosophically attacking common beliefs in spirits and devils using
sophisticated arguments grounded in Descartes’ dualism. Most of Book 2, however,
was dedicated to Bekker’s skillful and subtle exegesis of Bible passages alleging that
references to the Devil and his apparent interactions with mankind were just the
Bible’s poetic or allegorical way of colorfully presenting man’s evil inclinations.
In Book three, Bekker used Descartes’ complete separation of spirit and body –
something that he considered to be an absolute philosophical certainty – to reject
every possible manifestation of witchcraft, magic, devils, ghosts, spells, divination,
possession, charms and sorcery as nothing short of impossible, claiming past beliefs
are based only on fraud, deception and ignorant superstition. The fourth Book
catalogued recent stories and allegations of witches, spirits, ghosts and devils and
then explained each of them in light of natural causes, fraud, superstition and
simpleminded misunderstanding – “claiming there would be no magic at all if men
did not believe magic exists” (Israel, p. 391).
Contemporary darkened and speckled vellum binding with a lovely handwritten title on spine. The page opposite the portrait has two
chips taken out of the front edge – not effecting type. As noted above, all four books have been hand-signed by Bekker in ink. A lovely
authentic and unsophisticated first edition copy of one of the major works of the Radical Enlightenment.
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The Important First German Edition of Bekker’s Masterful Refutation of Witchcraft
Published While Witches Were Still Being Burned in Massachusetts

BEKKER, Balthasar, Die Bezauberte Welt: Oder eine gründliche Untersuchung des Allgemeinen Aberglaubens / Betreffend /
Die Arth und das Vermögen / Gewalt und Wirckung des Satans und der bösen Geister über den Menschen. (The Bewitched
World: Or, a thorough examination of the general superstition concerning the arts and the assets violence and workings of Satan
and the evil spirits over Man). Daniel van den Dalen, Amsterdam, [but Hertel, Hamburg],1693. Four books in one volume: TP +

[3]-[40] = Generale Vorrede + Inhalt for Book 1 + 1-144 +1-270 + [271]-[272] = Inhalt
for Book 2 + 1-195 + [196]-[198] = Inhalt for Book 3 +1-308 + 308[continued]-[312] =
Inhalt for Book 4; Quarto. First Edition.
$ 2,400
The important German edition which did much to spread the message of this work
(published the same year in Dutch).
De betoverde Weereld is one of the most important text of the Enlightenment. It caused a
furor when it was first published in Holland and the firestorm quickly spread to Germany,
France and England – where the book was translated and published within three years of
its original appearance in Dutch.

[See the full description of the revolutionary contents this important book
as detailed in the original Dutch edition above.]

Contemporary vellum binding with light (but still gorgeous) hand lettering to the spine
(“DR. BALTH. BEKKER / Die Bezauberte Welt”). Binding with a bit of outer wear, but
much less than one would expect in a book over 300 years old. There is a former owner’s
bookplate to the inside front cover (“Ex Libris E.G. Waller / Amsterdam 1893”). All pages
lightly and uniformly browned. A lovely copy of one of the major works of the Radical
Enlightenment in the important German edition which did much to spread the message of
this work that was published in the same year in Dutch.
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Complete Latin Collection of Descartes’ Letters – 1668/78 & 1683

DESCARTES, Rene. Epistolæ, Partim ab Auctore Latino sermone conscriptæ, partim ex Gallico translatæ. In quibus omnis
generis quæstiones Philosophicæ tractantur, & explicantur plurimæ difficultates quæ in reliquis eius operibus occurrunt. Pars
Prima (- Secunda) Danielem Elzevirium, Amstelodami, 1668 & 1678 [and] Epistolæ, Partim Latino sermone conscriptæ, partim
è Gallico Latinim versae. In quibus respondet ad plures difficultates ipsi pro positas in Dioptrica, Geometria, variisque aliarum
scentiarum subjectis. Pars Tertia, Blauiana, Amstelodami, 1683. Volume I: TP + [i]-[ii] = Præfatiuncula + [iii]-[vi] = Index + 1383; Volume II: TP + [i]-[ii] = Eruditissimo = 1-404 + [405]-[408]
= Index; Volume III: TP + [i]-[xiii] = Præfatio + [xiv] = Index +
1-427. Small Quarto. Complete Latin Edition (Lettres de
Descartes #9 [dating the second volume 1668] and #11, Guibert,
pp. 88-92.).
$ 5,200
With numerous woodcuts in text.
The complete Latin edition of Descartes’ letters with a first edition
copy of volume I (1668) by Elzevirium and their first edition,
second printing of volume II (1678) along with a first edition copy
of volume III, first published by Blauiana in 1683.
Descartes letters were published piecemeal and erratically over the
years. The first book of his letters – also in Latin – was published
in 1643 and limited to those letters written in response to attacks
on Cartesian philosophy by his academic enemy – the orthodox
Calvinist, Voetius. In 1656 (six years after Descartes’ death) a
small, 59-page octavo Latin volume was published that contained
just Fragmenti ex Cartesii Epistolis. Following this, from 1657
through 1667, six editions of this ever-expanding collection of
letters appeared in French. Then in 1668, Elzevirium published the
expanded two-volume Latin collection [as here] that was enlarged
yet again in 1682/3 when Blauiana reprinted Elzevirium’s two
volumes and added a third.

With the misnumbered pages at 151 [161] and 278 [378] as called for in Guibert for volume I. The second volume here is dated
1678 on the title page, rather than 1668 as called for in Guibert and does not contain the three first misnumberings noted in that
bibliography (6 for 61, 74 for 64 and 206 for 106), but does have the final two distinctive misnumberings for that printing with 192
for 194 and 140 appearing where it should read 240. These only partially corrected mistakes would indicate that this is a second
printing of the second volume by Elzevirium which was unknown to Guibert.
Three matching volumes in full contemporary vellum with spine titles in a manuscript hand. There is a small armorial stamp in the midright-hand edge of each title page. A truly gorgeous and impressive set of this complete edition of Descartes’ letters.
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A Lovely Signed Copy of Dewey’s 1934 Terry Lecture

DEWEY, John. A Common Faith. Yale University Press, New Haven, 1934. 1 blank leaf +
half title + TP + [i] = Contents + [1]-87 + 1 blank leaf. Octavo. First Edition, Second
Printing [before publication].
$ 450
Boldly signed on the front free endpaper: “John
Dewey”
In A Common Faith, the 1934 installment of the Terry
Lectures given annually at Yale, Dewey built upon the
distinction that he saw between religion and the
religious and called for the “emancipation of the true
religious quality” from the heritage of dogmatism and
supernaturalism that he believes had always
characterized historical religions. Dewey, the great pragmatist of the 20th century, goes on
to describe how the depth of religious experience can be creatively integrated with the
resources of experience to generate meaning and value and that such a faith can be cultivated
without making any claims that contend with scientific beliefs.
Original publisher’s blue cloth with a beautifully intact printed spine label. With the very
slightest of sun toning to the spine. John Dewey’s name inscribed to front free endpaper. Overall,
a tight, bright and clean copy of this less than common book (despite the fact that there were two
printings before its September 1934 publication).
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INSCRIBED TWICE by John Baird, the Inventor of Television

DINSDALE, Alfred. Television. Television Press, Ltd., London, 1928. Half title + frontispiece =
Portrait of John H. Baird + TP + Dedication page + vii-xx + 1-180 + [181] = advertisement for Television
Magazine + [182] = advertisement for Mullard, the Master Valve, Octavo. Second Edition, Inscribed
by John H. Baird.
$ 3,800
Signed by John H. Baird (the inventor of television) on the front
flyleaf: “With my compliments / To G. G. Mulligan / J. H. Baird /
12th April / 1929”. Baird has also inscribed the frontispiece portrait
“J. H. Baird”.
The second edition of the first book on television which has been
extended by 120 pages and 23 more plates than the original
printing. With 33 plates (mostly half-tones) and 36 illustrations
within the text (mostly schematics).
In the “Preface to the Second Edition”, the author writes: “In
revising the first edition, therefore, I have not only endeavored to include an accurate account of the
work which has been done during the past two years; I have also made the entire book somewhat more technical, and enlarged it,
with the object of making it useful to the amateur investigator as well as interesting to the average scientifically minded reader.”
Original publisher blue cloth, lightly sunned on the spine. Title and author embossed in black on front cover and spine. First few leaves
a bit foxed. A lovely copy.
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Hegel’s Science of Logic in a Beautiful Matched Set
All Three Books in First Edition (1812, 1813 & 1816)

HEGEL, Ge[org]. Wilh[elm]. Friedr[ich]. Wissenschaft der Logik (The Science of Logic). Johann Leonhard Schrag, Nürnberg,
1812, 1813 & 1816. Volume 1: Erster Band. Die objective Logik: TP + [III]-X = Vorrede + [XI]-XIV = Inhalt + [I]-XXVIII =
Einleitung + 1-334; Volume 2: Zweytes Buch. Die Lehre vom Wesen: TP + [III]-VI = Inhalt + [1]-282; Volume 3: Zweiter Band.
Wissenschaft der subjectiven Logik oder die Lehre vom Begriff: Series TP on verso [facing] + TP + [III]-VI = Vorbericht + VIIX = Inhalt + [1]-403. Octavo. All Three in First Edition.
$ 12,000
Hegel’s The Science of Logic provided a complete outline for
his vision of logic which was an ontology that incorporated the
traditional Aristotelian syllogism not as a foundational element,
but rather as a sub-component of his own system. For Hegel, the
most important achievement of German Idealism (starting with
Kant and culminating in his own philosophy), was the
demonstration that Reality is shaped through and through by
mind and, when properly understood, actually is nothing other
than Mind. Thus ultimately the structures of thought and reality,
subject and object, are identical. This means that, for Hegel, the
underlying structure of all Reality is ultimately rational which
means that logic is not merely about reasoning or argument but
rather also provides the rational, structural core of all of Reality
and every dimension of It.
The Science of Logic thus includes (among other things)
analyses of being, nothingness, becoming, existence, reality,
essence, reflection, concept, and method. As developed, it
includes the fullest description of Hegel’s dialectic.
These three books together are sometimes referred to as the
Greater Logic to distinguish it from the condensed version of
his thoughts on logic presented in what is called the Lesser
Logic, namely the Logic section of his Encyclopedia of the
Philosophical Sciences.
Hegel wrote The Science of Logic after he had completed his
Phenomenology of Spirit and while he was in Nuremberg
working at a secondary school and courting his fiancée and was
published in a number of volumes. The first section, ‘The
Objective Logic’, came in two parts (the Doctrines of Being and
Essence) with each part being published in 1812 and 1813
respectively. The second section, ‘The Subjective Logic’ was
published in 1816, the same year he became a professor of
philosophy at Heidelberg. The Science of Logic was found to be
too advanced for undergraduate students so Hegel wrote his
‘Lesser Logic’ for the Encyclopedia which was published a year
later in 1817.
Hegel considered his Logik to be one of his major works and therefore kept it up to date through constant revision. In 1826, when
the book went out of stock, instead of reprinting as requested, he undertook to revise it. By 1831, Hegel had completed a greatly
revised and expanded version of the ‘Doctrine of Being’, but had no time to revise the rest of the book. The Preface to the second
edition is dated 7 November 1831, just one week before his death on 14 November 1831. That edition appeared in 1832, and again
in 1834–5 in the posthumous Works. The only English translation has been based upon this second edition.
Bound in matching late 19th century ¾ leather with green and red (and blue on volume 1) marbled boards. The spines have gilt
decorations and the title in gilt on a red field. There is just a bit of wear to the exterior, but overall this makes a beautiful set for
presentation on the shelf. The text is clean although a bit tanned and lightly foxed at times. Completely uncut and therefore preserving
the wide original margins. Overall a lovely copy of one of the more important works in Western Philosophy.
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The Extremely Rare Wraps Issue of
One of the Most Influential Philosophical Books of the 20th Century

HEIDEGGER, Martin. Sein und Zeit (Being and Time). Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1927. Half-title + TP + Dedication page + [VII]XI + Inhalt + [1]-438 + 1 leaf with printer information on verso Octavo. First Edition in Wraps.
$ 12,500
Arguably, one of the most influential philosophical books of the 20th
century, this is an attempt to come to grips with the notion of Being.
In Heidegger's view this was the fundamental philosophical
question, but one which has been submerged beneath the jargon of
western metaphysics as it drifted from its original Greek sources.
The book is potent with the sense of a "new "start", a hope with
which it imbued even the darkest of its existentialist derivatives.
This is the extremely rare wraps issue, the only one we have ever
seen. It differs from the bound issue most especially in its extremely
wide untrimmed margins and deckled edges. A close comparison
with the more traditional bound issue shows that this copy does not
include the errata on the final leaf while it does include the printer’s
name on the verso.
A stunningly preserved uncut copy in original wraps that comes with
a custom clamshell box. There is just the lightest bit of wear to the
edges of the cover (most noticeably to the lower front corner). Very
lightly spotted on the spine and on both covers. There is folded halfsheet of paper inside the front cover. One side is a torn-in-half
mimeographed sheet that clearly identifies it as coming from
Göttingen with the date of June 15, 1927 in the upper corner. On the
reverse side, there are five lines of handwritten German text (to date,
untranslated). The interior is uniformly bright and clean. An uncut
and unmarked copy. Nothing less than spectacular.
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The Uncommon Second Edition of One of the Most
Influential Philosophical Books of the 20th Century

HEIDEGGER, Martin. Sein und Zeit (Being and Time). Halle: Max
Niemeyer, 1929. Half-title + TP + Dedication page + TP + [VII]-XI + Inhalt +
[1]-438 + 1 leaf with printer information on verso Octavo. Second Edition.
$ 600
[See the full description of the contents of this important book
as detailed in the listing above.]

Published two years after the first edition, this copy looks identical to the 1927
printing, but for the date on the title page. In original publisher’s tan cloth with dark
brown lettering to the front cover and a brown label with gilt lettering to the spine.
Several scattered spots to the front cover. The book is splitting – but completely firm
– just between the half title and title page. Otherwise, a clean, solid and thoroughly
respectable copy of this important book.
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Original Wraps First Printing of Helvetius’ Supporting Arguments
for Baron d’Holbach’s Système De La Nature

HELVÉTIUS, Claude-Adrien. Le Vrai Sens Du Système De La Nature,
Ouvrage posthume (The True Meaning of The System of Nature, A posthumous
work). [n.p.], London [i.e. Dufour & Roux, Maastricht], 1774. Half title + TP + [i]iii = Avant-Propos + [1]-151. Octavo. First Edition, First Printing (Smith A.4a).
$ 1,200
The first edition, first printing (the 151 page edition rather than the later 96 or 84 page
issues) of this philosophical expansion and justification for the ideas found in
d’Holbach’s Système de la Nature (1770). The book was later republished with that
book as a supplemental second half. Some speculate that despite the attribution to
Helvétius on the title page that it was actually written by d’Holbach himself [Mornet
and Lough] while other seriously question the attribution to Helvetius without
ascribing it to any other author.
Despite these uncertainties, the book certainly fits nicely into the controversial
arguments made in d’Holbach’s Système and in Helvetius’ De l’esprit and was a
genuine force in the arguments that swirled around the emergent arguments
supporting d’Holbach’s radical materialism.
Original tan wraps with two handwritten spine labels (all but unreadable because of the
minute size of the text and the cracking of the labels). The front cover is separated from
the spine for the bottom 2" and the spine is just a bit cocked. The text is bright and clean
and completely uncut. A really pretty copy in its original state - an extremely rare
condition for a French book from this era.
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The Primary Goal of Education is to Teach Morals!

HERBART, Johann Friedrich. Analytische Beleuchtung Des Naturrechts Und
Der Moral: Zum Gebrauch Beym Vortrage Der Praktischen Philosophie
(An Analytical Explanation of Natural Rights and Morality: For Use in Lectures on
Practical Philosophy). Dieterichschen Buchhandlung, Göttingen, 1836. 1 blank leaf
+ TP + [III]-XVI = Vorrede + XVII-XVIII = Inhalt + [1]-264 + 1 blank leaf. Octavo.
First Edition.
$ 850
In this late work, the philosopher Herbart further expounds and expands on his belief
that the primary goal of education is moral education, i.e. the development of good
people. He was convinced that through education, individuals can be taught such
values as action based on personal conviction, concern for the social welfare of
others, and the positive and negative consequences associated with one's behavior. In
short, Herbart believed that the development of cognitive powers and knowledge
would lead naturally to moral and ethical behavior, the fundamental goal of
education.
His concern for moral education paved the way for contemporary educators to
explore the relationship between values and knowledge, between a well-educated
scientist or artist and a moral, ethical adult.
A gorgeous little book in contemporary ¾ black leather with mottled blue boards. The
spine has gilt lettering and six decorative compartments. There is just a bit of wear to the
boards and spine, but overall this is bright, clean, tight and eminently collectible copy of
this extremely scarce work by Herbart.
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Herder’s Most Comprehensive and Important Work in Philosophy

HERDER, Johann Gottfried. Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit. (Ideas for the Philosophy of the History
of Mankind), Johann Freidrich Hartsnoch, Riga und Leipzig, 1784, 1785, 1787 & 1791. Volume 1: TP + [i]-[xiii] = Vorrede + [xiv]
= Quote page + Half-title + [3]-144 + 165-318 + [319]-[322] = Hauptsatze (Index) + [323] = Printer’s information (Schlegel);
Volume 2: TP + [i]-[iv] = Inhalt + [vi] = Printers information (Schlegel) + Half-title + [3]-344; Volume 3: TP + [i]-[ii] = Inhalt +
Half-title + [3]-368; Volume 4: TP + [i]-[ii] = Inhalt + Half-title + [3]-340, Small Quarto. First Edition.
$ 1,500
Herder’s most comprehensive and important work in
philosophy. “It is for his philosophy of history that Herder is
chiefly known and remembered today. His Ideen zur
Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit is a curious and in
some ways contradictory work. On the one hand, it reflects
certain dominant Enlightenment interests; teleological and
progressivist notions of historical development appear in it, and
Herder showed respect for such humanistic ideals as freedom
and social improvement. At the same time its chief interest lies
precisely in the manner in which it departs from various
prevailing trends of Enlightenment thought. Not only does it
exhibit a range and erudition that, considering the period of
writing, is astonishing (Herder did not confine himself to
European history and sources but insisted upon the importance
of such other cultures as China, India, and the Middle East), it
is also packed with original and imaginative suggestions for the
reinterpretation of the human past and contains a great deal of
trenchant criticism of the historiography of the times. These
methodological theses and proposals Herder propounded
through the medium of a gigantic survey.” (EP, Vol. 3, p. 488)
Contemporary tan pasteboard bindings with lovely gilt titling to the
spines of the first two volumes. The titling has fallen off the last two
volumes. Each book is worn on the covers, with generally dented
tips and overall signs of wear. Still, each volume is solid and
completely firm in the bindings. Each title page has a small (¾”)
black circular stamp with the letters “H.R.” inside it. An
unsophisticated, but nonetheless charming set of this important
contribution by Herder.
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From William James’ Library
His Signed Copy of James Ward’s 1880 Paper on Reflex Movement

[JAMES, William] WARD, Dr. [James]. Ueber die Auslösung von Reflexbewegungen durch eine Summe schwacher
Reize (On the Triggering of Reflex Movements by a Sum of Weak Stimuli), Archiv für Anatomie und Physiologie, Veit & Comp.,
Leipzig, 1880, pp. 71-[92], Octavo. First Edition Offprint.
$ 1,000
Signed by James (Wm James) at the top of the front wrap with his citations for four
other articles on the rear wrap in his hand. Ward’s article appears on pages 72-91 of this
offprint.
James Ward (1843-1925) was, like James, a psychologist who eventually became a
philosopher. In 1877, he petitioned Cambridge University to have experimental
psychology introduced as an academic discipline, but the request was denied on the
grounds that it would “insult religion by putting the soul on a pair of scales.” Despite this initial refusal, Ward began lecturing at
Trinity College in 1878 and the next year was appointed as its first professor of mental philosophy and logic. He was academically
active and a prolific writer right up until his death. Of special interest may be the fact that Ward delivered two different Gifford
Lectures (the occasion of William James’ own Varieties of Religious Experience lectures in 1902). The first of these was in 1896
on “Naturalism and Agnosticism” and the second, ten years later, entitled “The Realm of Ends or Pluralism and Theism.”

James’ specifically cites Ward twice in his massive The Principles of Psychology
(1890). The first occurs early in the book as James lays down his basic
understanding of the physiology of experience and mentions the “law” which
came from this paper by Ward, i.e. “a stimulus which would be inadequate by
itself to excite a nerve-centre to effective discharge may, by acting with one or
more other stimuli (equally ineffectual by themselves alone) bring the discharge
about.” (Principles, Volume I, p. 82.) After a page of discussion regarding this
“law”, James notes that “the subject belongs too much to physiology for the
evidence to be cited in detail in these pages” and then provides a footnote sending
anyone looking for further information on the subject to this very article, Ueber
die Auslösung.
The second reference to Ward in Principles comes much later – in the chapter
on “The Perception of Space” found in Volume II. Early in that chapter, James
uses the word “Extensity” (Principles, Volume II, p. 135) and credits Ward with
the term, citing his famous 1886 article on “Psychology” that appeared in the 9th
edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica, This article was so much in line with
William James’ own theories that he later claimed in this same chapter (speaking
of his earlier writings on this subject) that he would “doubtless have owed…
much to Mr. James Ward had his article on Psychology in the Encyclopædia
Britannica appeared before my own thoughts were written down.” (Principles,
Volume II, p. 282.)
On the back cover of this offprint, James has handwritten notations in black ink
for four other articles that, one would suppose, were relevant to this physiological
aspect of the brain’s workings: “Sewall. Johns Hopkins Studies 1880 / Stirling Leipzig Akad. Berichte 1875, / 372. Journal of
Physiol. 1875 / Valentin: Pflügers Achiv. 1876, XIII, / p. 320 / Tarchanoff. ibid XII. 307”.
Original tan wrappers printed with black type on the front cover only with original(?) spine tape. Old tape repairs (in a well matched
color) to small chips on both the front and rear wrappers. With William James signature to the top of front wrap in pencil and four
citations in his hand to the rear wrap in black ink. A charming and interesting remnant of William James working library of the late
1880s while he was writing The Principles of Psychology.
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A Postcard from William James to Edwin Hall,
then Secretary of the American Society for Psychical Research

JAMES, William. Handwritten Postcard, dated September 30, [1886?], 3” x 5¼”.
$ 600
Written by William James and sent to Dr. E. H. Hall, then acting Secretary of the American Society for Psychical Research:

18 Garden St, Sept 30.
Will you kindly send me, in addition to the 2 copies of our report
which I asked for, ½ a dozen copies
of the Constitution and list of members of the Society?
Wm James
Below this, to the left, is the word “Send” written on a 45º
angle (and subsequently scratched out) and, to the right of
this, upside down, is the penciled notation: “Sent E.H.H.”
James has also addressed the preprinted one penny post card himself to “Dr. E. H. Hall / 5 Avon St / Cambridge / Mass”.
Edwin Herbert Hall was a distinguished physicist who taught at Harvard from 1881 until 1921. He was famous for the “Hall Effect”
which he discovered in 1879 at the age of 24 while attending Johns Hopkins University. The Hall Effect was that component of an
electric field which when crossed with a magnetic field becomes perpendicular to the electric field. Also known as 'Hall Current',

this phenomenon was not properly explained until the advent of quantum theory. In 1878, the year just prior to his publication of
his discovery, Hall met William James while James was at Hopkins as an instructor in Psychology.
On his arrival at Harvard, Hall soon joined James and Royce in the American Society for Psychical Research and was Secretary in
1886 when his minutes of the Society’s fourth meeting included the fact that “Dr. Royce reported for the Committee on Apparitions,
outlining the plan of work adopted” and “Dr. James reported for the Committee on Hypnotism; putting Mr. Carnochan into the
hypnotic state in the presence of the audience, and causing him to exhibit various phenomena characteristic of this condition.” In
that same year, Hall served on the seven-man Committee of Thought-Transference.
Not only was Hall writing secretarial reports for the Society in 1886, but both James and Hall lived at the addresses mentioned in
the post card in 1886 – making the year noted above as a near certainty.
Preprinted 1¢ US post card in William James’ distinctive hand in black ink on both sides. The postmark is clearly for October 1st from
Cambridge Mass, but the year is not well enough defined to positively identify it (other than circumstantially). With the impact of this
circular postmark still visible on the verso and some slight bend marks to each of the upper corners. A lovely piece of James’ material
explicitly associated with his lifelong work in psychical research and his ongoing interest in spiritualism.
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Simon Patten’s Copy of The Principles of Psychology
The First Edition, Second Printing of William James Psychological Masterwork

JAMES, William. The Principles of Psychology, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1890. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf
with book ads on recto + TP + Dedication page + v-vii = Preface + ix-xii = Contents + [1]-689 + 1 blank leaf; Volume 2: 1 blank
leaf + 1 leaf with book ads on verso + TP + iii-vi = Contents + [1]-704 + [1]-8 = ads for The American Science Series + 1 blank
leaf, Octavo. First Edition, Second Printing (McDermott 1890-4).
$ 1,000
PROVENANCE: This copy was owned by Simon Nelson Patten
(1852–1922), an influential economist, prolific writer and the chair of
the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania. Most
important, Patten was famous for his claim that the economy would shift
from an emphasis on production to one driven by consumption. The
result of this, he said, would take America from an “economics of
scarcity” to an “economics of abundance”, producing a society that
would have enough wealth to satisfy everyone’s basic needs.
EDITION: Harvard speculates that the first printing of Psychology had
a print run of 1,000 copies but the great rarity of the first printing
(characterized most easily by the hyphenated “Psy-chology” opposite
the title page) versus this second printing is legendary and somewhat
mystifying if, in fact, that many copies of the first printing were actually
made. Clearly errors were caught early on in the press run and quickly
corrected. (See James, Psychology, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, 1981, p. 1577.)
As called for in Harvard’s definitive edition, this second printing has
the unhyphenated “Psychology” in the book ads opposite the title page.
In addition, it also has two corrections to the errors found in the first
printing: “not the sole seat of intellect” rather than “the seat of
intellectual power” (Vol. 1, p. 10, l. 9-10) and “object of some absent
sensation” rather than “object of some absent object of sensation” (Vol.
2, p. 101, l. 20).
THE BOOK: William James was an original thinker in and between
the disciplines of physiology, psychology and philosophy. While more
widely known as the proponent of "pragmatism" and "radical
empiricism", James's psychology is regarded by many as a far more
original and substantive achievement. His nuanced rejection of the
subject/object split in favor of a more fluid intersection between self and
world, completely reoriented subsequent inquiry into the nature of
consciousness and perception.

This, his twelve-hundred page masterwork, is a rich blend of different academic and scientific disciplines interspersed with his own
personal reflections, giving us such ideas as “the stream of consciousness” and the baby's impression of the world “as one great
blooming, buzzing confusion”. These two volumes contain the seeds of both pragmatism and phenomenology, and influenced
generations of thinkers in Europe and America, including Edmund Husserl, Bertrand Russell, John Dewey, and Ludwig
Wittgenstein along with such schools of thought as European phenomenology, Gestalt psychology, humanist psychology and the
cognitive sciences.
A seminal work in the history of modern thought and a work that is (still) frequently quoted by psychological theorist.
Original publisher’s dark green bindings with gilt lettering on the spine. The covers are fairly well preserved with just a few bits of
spotting and wear. Both spines are very lightly tattered and torn at the top and bottom with one small (½”) triangular chip missing from
the top rear of Volume 1. The inside front cover of Volume 1 is cracked but holding firm. The handwritten signature and date of its
former owner appear on both of the front blanks (“Simon N. Patten / Feb. 25 / 92”). Patten obviously donated these two volumes to the
University of Pennsylvania library although there is no indication of them being treated as library books other than a single blue ink
withdrawal notice (“Withdrawn from U. of PA. Library”) in each book (at the bottom of the Dedication page in Volume 1 and the
bottom of the first Contents page of Volume 2). A somewhat unsophisticated, but perfectly respectable copy of the second issue of this
important work by William James that comes with an interesting association.
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James Eloquent and Important Defense of
“Our Right to Adopt a Believing Attitude in Religious Matters”

JAMES, William. The Will to Believe and Other Essays in Popular Philosophy. Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1897. Half
title + TP + [v] = Dedication + [vii]-xiv = Preface + [xv]-xvii =Contents + [1]-332, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1897-3).
$ 900
A truly seminal work for any understanding of William James’ thought, this popular
collection of nine essays – written between 1879 and 1896 – was first published in an
edition of 1,000 copies in March of 1897 and had to be reprinted twice that same year
and many time thereafter. (See James, Will to Believe, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, 1979, pp. 307-8)
Many of James's most important and innovative contributions are developed in this early
book – including his advocacy of pluralism and what he calls in the Preface “radical
empiricism”. The book clearly illustrates James's efforts to weave together insights from
psychology, philosophy, and religion without any great regard for the narrow lines of
professional specialization and shows, in the wake of the "The Principles of Psychology,
his growing concern with religious questions.
In the opening controversial essay, "The Will to Believe", (which James admitted, might
better have been called "The Right to Believe") creates “a defence of our right to adopt a
believing attitude in religious matters, in spite of the fact that our merely logical intellect
may not have been coerced.” Driven by his fierce rejection of W.K. Clifford’s statement
that “it is wrong always, everywhere, and for anyone to believe anything upon insufficient
evidence”, James spends most of this essay challenging and then dismissing this very
limited ‘scientific’ approach to truth, knowledge and belief and defending the right to
adopt a belief that might prove beneficial. In general, James makes a place for and shows
the importance in life for a belief in transcendent reality and he does so, pointedly,
without endorsing any specific religious creed. (See Richardson, William James in the
Maelstrom of American Modernism, Houghton Mifflin, 2006, pp. 361-365 for more
details on this book.)
Of special note, James dedicated this book to Charles Sanders Peirce of whom he says: “To My Old Friend, Charles Saunders [sic]
Peirce, To whose philosophic comradeship in old times and to whose writings in more recent years I owe more incitement and help
than I can express or repay.”
Original publisher’s green cloth with a large, 2½“ paper label to the spine – which is darkened and very lightly chipped but still about
90% readable (wear effecting “James” more than anything else). The most minimal of wear also to the head and toe of the spine. With
the former owner’s names in ink to the rear of the front cover (Hermine Gelering) and to the front free endpaper (Albert Gelering).
Otherwise, an amazingly well preserved copy of this important and scarce book by William James.
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A William James Presentation Copy of The Varieties of Religious Experience

Gifted to His Staunchest English Ally in Pragmatism – Oxford Philosopher, F.C.S. Schiller
JAMES, William. The Varieties of Religious Experience. Longmans, Green & Co., London, 1902. 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with ads
on verso + TP + 1 leaf = Dedication page + [v]-vi = Preface + [vii]-xii = Contents + [1]-534 + 1 leaf with printer information on
verso + [1]-32 = "A Classified Catalog of Works in General Literature", Octavo. First Edition, First Issue (McDermott 1902-1).
$ 3,500
This copy was a gift from the author to F.C.S. Schiller, with a preprinted
“From the Author” slip glued into the inner front cover. At that time,
Schiller taught philosophy at Oxford and was the most vocal English
supporter of James’ philosophical approach (although he called his own
version “humanism” rather than “pragmatism”).
See also the other three presentation copies from William James
to Schiller in this catalog, all from the same collection
F.C.S. Schiller (1864-1937), was “the chief promoter of pragmatism in
England’ (Richardson, William James in the Maelstrom of American Modernism, p. 367) and a lifelong champion of William James
and his theories. He began his long correspondence and friendship with James in 1897 and it continued right up until James death
in 1910. Even the limited selection available in The Letters of William James includes nine letters from James to Schiller. In his
1904 book Humanism: Philosophical Essays, Schiller presented his most unequivocal support for pragmatic theory and James’
frequently mentions Schiller in his letters to others including such lavish references to their equivalency by commenting on “my
doctrine and Schiller’s” (James to Pillon, May 25, 1910).
James considered Schiller an ally and a leader in the philosophical revolution that he himself was trying to bring about. He noted
in a May 18, 1906 letter to John Jay Chapman: “I do think that the world of thought is on the eve of a renovation no less important
than that contributed by Locke. The leaders of the new movement are Dewey, Schiller of Oxford, in a sense Bergson of Paris, a
young Florentine named Papini, and last and least worthy W[illiam] J[ames].” At one point, James even considered dedicating his
landmark 1907 book, Pragmatism, to Schiller and Papini, but finally decided that the honor should go to John Stuart Mill instead
(James to Flournoy, March 26, 1907).
While James had tremendous respect for Schiller and regularly relied upon him for support, the Oxford don was something of an
outcast within the greater philosophical community and therefor never received the attention that James felt he so richly deserved.
For one, Schiller’s reputation as a serious thinker was hurt by his raucous and very public sense of humor (in 1901 he wrote and
published a parody of the respected philosophical journal, Mind, which contained such articles as “The Critique of Pure Rot” by I.
Cant). Beyond this unscholarly form of ridicule, Schiller was also notorious for his vicious (read “ungentlemanly”) attacks on
philosophical opponents (F.H. Bradley was his most regular target) which did nothing to endear him to his philosophical brethren.
In a letter to Schiller dated April 20, 1902 James writes: “The Gifford Lectures are all facts and no philosophy – I trust you may
receive the volume by the middle of June.” Then, on June 8 1902, James writes to him again: “You by this time will have got my
volume…” [NOTE: the Gifford Lectures ended on June 9, 1902 and according to the Harvard definitive edition, the first copies of
Varieties were available in England and Scotland on that very day.]
This copy has Schiller’s sketchy notes on the preliminary and final blanks, and pencil lines in the margins with occasional written
comments throughout. On the page opposite the title page which lists all of James’ published works, Schiller has numbered them 1
through 6 and checked the first five (likely indicating that he owned
all of these books – missing only the Literary Remains of James’
father). Perhaps the most entertaining of all these annotations appears
in the index of James’ book where, between “Scheffler” and
“Scholastic arguments”, Schiller has inserted, in pencil, his own
name with a page reference to where he has cited in this book, i.e.
“Schiller, F.C.S. 422 note.” This close reading of the book
undoubtedly informed the favorable review that Schiller wrote of it
in Nation 75 (21 Aug. 1902) p. 155.
This is James' major work on religion, and also one of his most popular books. The Gifford Lectures were delivered at the University
of Edinburgh in 1901-1902. Originally designed as the psychological part of a more complete treatise on religion (which was never
completed) it is an important study in both the psychology and philosophy of religion and also a critical source for a better
understanding of further developments in James' philosophy.

According to the definitive edition of James's works published by Harvard
University Press: "The first edition of The Varieties of Religious Experience
was published in England (from American sheets with a special title page) on
June 9, 1902, the day of James's final lecture. James received an advance copy
on June 2 in Edinburgh. The date of the American publication is not certain.
Under A 31018 on April 15, 1902, the copyright was given to James by the
Library of Congress, which accepted the two statutory copies on May 26.
However, the earliest notice in the Publisher's Weekly was #1586 for June 21,
1902, the book prices at $3.20" (James. The Varieties of Religious Experience,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1985, pp. 555-6). Despite this scholarly
verdict, it must be noted that the English edition does not say "First Edition June
1902" on the verso of the TP as does the (almost certainly later) American issue.
In short, this English edition (being available for sale on the day the actual
lectures ended) has technical priority over the American edition which was,
almost certainly, released at some date later than that.
With "Nietsche" misspelled at line 11 on page 38 - indicated the very first issue
of this book (which, by the way, Schiller has corrected in pencil with a carat and
the addition of the letter “z”).
Original dark green covers with the spine label very lightly worn around the edges,
but otherwise near fine. The original green cloth (both the boards and the spine) is
unusually bright with just a few signs of wear – most especially to the rear cover.
This copy includes the large section of ads in the back which are not recorded in the
Harvard bibliography but which seem to appear in all English first-issues of this
book. With an enclosed letter attesting to the provenance of all four presentation
copies to Schiller that are listed in this catalog. A clean, tight and near fine
presentation copy of this important book by James to his fellow English pragmatist.
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First Edition, First Issue of His Masterwork
on Religion and Belief

JAMES, William. The Varieties of Religious Experience. Longmans, Green
& Co., London, 1902. 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with ads on verso + TP + 1 leaf =
Dedication page + [v]-vi = Preface + [vii]-xii = Contents + [1]-534 + 1 leaf with
printer information on verso + [1]-32 = "A Classified Catalog of Works in General
Literature", Octavo. First Edition, First Issue (McDermott 1902-1).
$ 1,200

[See the full description of the contents and priority of issue
for this important book as detailed in the listing above.]

Original dark green covers with the spine label worn around the edges but perfectly
readable except for the final “s” in “Varieties.” The original green cloth (both the
boards and the spine) is unusually bright with just a few signs of wear. This copy
includes the large section of ads in the back which are not recorded in the Harvard
bibliography but which seem to appear in all English issues of this book. A clean,
tight and very pretty copy of this important and seminal work by William James.
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A Presentation Copy of Pragmatism to Oxford Philosopher, F.C.S. Schiller
(Who Just Missed Receiving the Dedication for This Book!)

JAMES, William. Pragmatism, Longmans, Green and Co., New York, 1907. 1 leaf with book ads on verso + half-title + TP + [v] =
Dedication page + vii-[ix] = Preface + xi-[xiii] + half-title + 3-[309] + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1907-11).
$ 2,200
This copy was a gift from the author to F.C.S. Schiller, with a preprinted “From
the Author” slip loosely inserted before the first half title and Schiller’s
ownership signature and notation – C. Schiller / from W.J. 1907. – written in the
upper right corner of the front free endpaper. At that time, Schiller taught
philosophy at Oxford and was the most vocal English supporter of James’
philosophical approach (although he called his own version “humanism” rather
than “pragmatism”).
NOTE: See item 17 above for more details on Schiller
and his relationship with William James
See also the other three William James presentation copies
to Schiller in this catalog, all from the same collection
The book came from a set of lectures that James delivered at the Lowell Institute
in Boston in 1906 and at Columbia University in 1907 and is easily James's most
famous and notable work. The preface distinguishes between "pragmatism" and
"radical empiricism" and contains multiple references to other writers illustrating
the pragmatist tendency. James offers his pragmatism as a technique for
clarifying concepts and hypotheses. He proposed that if we do this, metaphysical
disputes that appear to be irresoluble will be dissolved. When philosophers
suppose that free will and determinism are in conflict, James responds that once
we compare the practical consequences of determinism being true with the
practical consequences of our possessing freedom of the will, we find that there
is no conflict.
James explained the pragmatic method through examples rather than by giving a
detailed analysis of what it involves. He did very little to explain exactly what
‘practical consequences’ are; it simply was not an issue for him. James made no
claim to originality: ‘Pragmatism represents a perfectly familiar attitude in
philosophy, the empiricist attitude’, although he acknowledged that it did so “in
a more radical and in a less objectionable form than it has ever yet assumed”
(Pragmatism, p. 31). It shared with other forms of empiricism an “antiintellectualist tendency” and it recognized that theories (and presumably
concepts) should be viewed as “instruments, not answers to enigmas”. We
identify the “practical consequences” of a theory, concept or hypothesis by
describing its role as an instrument in thought, in inquiry and in practical
deliberation.
This was one of James' most controversial publications which raised an
immediate storm of debate when released and became the single work with which
James' philosophical theory was most closely identified.
Original brown boards with lighter colored cloth spine. Spine label with just the
lightest of wear along the right edge and a light ding that has removed the letter “s”
from “James.” Otherwise, beautifully preserved and 100% readable (a rare thing with
these books by James). The boards and spine are particularly fresh for this book, with
just one small (3/8”) white stain to the front cover. With Schiller’s signature and
notation (“C. Schiller / from W.J. 1907.”) to the upper right corner of the front free
endpaper. Unmarked by Schiller except for an underlining and comment on one item
in the Index: on page [309], under “Truth”, James has an entry claiming it “is what
works” and Schiller has noted: “NB the only basis for this ‘def’ in prm!”. A gorgeous,
well-preserved and important presentation copy of this seminal book by America’s
foremost proponent of the pragmatic theory to his most enthusiastic supporter in England.
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A Presentation Copy to Oxford Philosopher, F.C.S. Schiller
of James’ Great Defense of Pluralism

JAMES, William. A Pluralistic Universe, Longmans, Green and Co., New York, 1909. 1 leaf with book ads on verso + TP + iii[vi] = Contents + half-title + 3-[405] + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1909-5).
$ 1,800
This copy was a gift from the author to F.C.S. Schiller, with a preprinted “From
the Author” slip loosely inserted before the first half title and Schiller’s
ownership signature and notation – C. Schiller / from W.J. – written in the upper
right corner of the front free endpaper. At that time, Schiller taught philosophy
at Oxford and was the most vocal English supporter of James’ philosophical
approach (although he called his own version “humanism” rather than
“pragmatism”).

NOTE: See item 17 above for more details on Schiller
and his relationship with William James
See also the other three William James presentation copies
to Schiller in this catalog, all from the same collection
James' great defense of pluralism which was originally delivered as the Hibbert
Lectures given at Manchester College, Oxford in 1908-09. He begins the book,
as he had begun Pragmatism, with a discussion of the temperamental
determination of philosophical theories, which, he states, “are just so many
visions, modes of feeling the whole push … forced on one by one's total
character and experience, and on the whole preferred — there is no other
truthful word — as one's best working attitude.”
Maintaining that a philosopher's “vision” is “the important thing” about him,
James condemns the “over-technicality and consequent dreariness of the
younger disciples at our American universities…”
As he gets more specific about other theories, James passes from his critical
discussions of Josiah Royce's idealism and the “vicious intellectualism” of
Hegel to philosophers whose visions he admires: Gustav Fechner and Henri
Bergson. After careful consideration of these thinkers’ ideas, he then concludes
by embracing a pluralistic position that he had more tentatively set forth in The
Varieties of Religious Experience: that religious experiences “point with
reasonable probability to the continuity of our consciousness with a wider
spiritual environment from which the ordinary prudential man (who is the only
man that scientific psychology, so called, takes cognizance of) is shut off.”
Whereas in Pragmatism, James subsumes the religious within the pragmatic
(as yet another way of successfully making one's way through the world), in A
Pluralistic Universe he suggests that the religious offers a superior relation to
the universe.
Original publisher binding of grayish-green covers with green cloth on the spine.
Spine label with just the lightest of wear along the edges and a crease down the
center. Otherwise, a beautifully preserved and 100% readable label (a rare thing
with these books by James). The boards and spine are particularly fresh for this
book with just a bit of white spotting to the spine covering on the front cover and
two small white spots on the rear cover. With four small pencil notations by Schiller
(pp. 6, 244, 286 & 311) along with occasional pencil lines in the margin and even
more occasionally underlining. A gorgeous, well-preserved and important
presentation copy of this seminal book by America’s foremost proponent of the
pragmatic theory to his most enthusiastic supporter in England.
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James’ Great Defense of Pluralism

JAMES, William. A Pluralistic Universe, Longmans, Green and Co., New York,
1909. 1 leaf with book ads on verso + TP + iii-[vi] = Contents + half-title + 3-[405] + 1
blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1909-5).
$ 275
[See the full description of the contents of this important book
as detailed in the listing above.]
Original publisher binding of grayish-green covers with green cloth on the spine. Spine
label with some light wear across the top edge effecting only the initial letter “A” in the
title of the book. Otherwise, this is a beautifully preserved and 90% preserved label (a
rare thing with these books by James). The tips of the boards are lightly bumped with just
a bit of wear to the top of the spine. Overall, this is a lovely and lovingly preserved first
edition of one of William James’ most important works.
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James’ “Sequel to Pragmatism”
Answering Objections to that 1907 Book

JAMES, William. The Meaning of Truth, a Sequel to ‘Pragmatism’, Longmans,
Green and Co., New York, 1909. Half-title + TP + v-[xx] = Preface + xxi-[xxii] =
Contents + half-title + erratum slip + 1-[298] + 1 leaf with printer’s information on
verso + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1909-8).
$ 275
This work is James’ detailed reply to the criticism, hostility and even ridicule that
erupted within the professional philosophical community in response to the theory
of truth that he propounded for a lay audience in his 1907 work, Pragmatism. It is
therefore a much more complex and nuanced “sequel” to that book, being much
more rigidly philosophical than the former work which had been written expressly
for the general reading public.
In his determination to definitely clarify the pragmatic conception of truth, James
collected nine essays that he had written on this subject before he wrote Pragmatism
and six written later in response to criticisms of that volume by Bertrand Russell and others. This collection was edited and new
Preface added and published under the taunting and deliberately provocative title, The Meaning of Truth, in the year just before his
death.
The Meaning of Truth shows William James at his best, clear and readable as always, but deadly serious about making some of his
more difficult ideas clear and just as forcefully committed to making them prevail.
Original greyish-green covers with green cloth on the spine. The paper spine label is lightly worn and still about 90% readable. With
the publisher’s loosely inserted advert for A Pluralistic Universe which is announced as being “Ready in April”. There is only the lightest
of wear to the boards and the spine. In all, a remarkably well preserved, tight, bright and clean copy of this passionate philosophical
defense of pragmatic truth by William James.
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A Rare Offprint of James’ Famous Essay “The Moral Equivalent of War”

“An immense debt is due William James just for the mere title of his essay” – John Dewey
JAMES, William. The Moral Equivalent of War, The Atlantic Monthly Press, Boston, Number 10, 1910 [but really 1918]. Front
wrapper (printed both sides) + 1-16 + rear wrapper (printed both sides), small Octavo. Second Offprint Issue (McDermott 1910-3
for first printing).
$ 150
World War I was looming when William James' 1910 essay, "The Moral Equivalent
of War," (adapted from a lecture he had delivered at Stanford University four years
earlier) was first published as part of an initiative by The Executive Committee of the
Association for International Conciliation in their attempt to arouse American interest
in the movement promoting international peace. The article also appeared in two
magazines that same year (McClure’s in August and Popular Science Monthly in
October).
This later issue by The Atlantic Monthly Press was part of a series of offprints offered
to teachers as inexpensive classroom aids – this being the 10th number in that series.
While the copyright notice on the verso of the title page says 1910, it is clear that this
is merely a reference to the original Conciliation pamphlet. The previous nine numbers
in this series all seem to be copyrighted in 1918 (except for the first number which
may go back to 1913) so it is relatively safe assumption that this James’ offprint is
from the same year – the final year of The Great War and a time when more ongoing,
permanent peace initiatives were being proposed.
Modern war, James thought, was too barbaric in itself to be considered a worthy means
to any conceivable end. But, he added, his fellow pacifists too often failed to consider
that the regimen of war gives rise to human excellences that are genuine and precious,
and that form an essential part of the human constitution — not to mention the
foundation of civilized existence itself. "Martial virtues," James ventured to say, "must
be the enduring cement; intrepidity, contempt of softness, surrender of private interest,
obedience to command, must still remain the rock upon which states are built." The
task at hand, then, was finding some way of incorporating "the old elements of armydiscipline" into "the more or less socialistic future," and of making "new energies and hardihoods continue the manliness to which
the military mind so faithfully clings."
James proposed to do this by instituting "a conscription of the whole youthful population" as part of an "army enlisted against
Nature" — to work in coal mines, on freight trains, in road construction, and on a whole host of hard and menial tasks. Such a
project would see to it that our "gilded youths" would "get the childishness knocked out of them," helping them to enter society as
sober and sensible citizens, fathers, and teachers. "So far, war has been the only force that can discipline a whole community," he
proclaimed. But James was equally certain that "the ordinary prides and shames of social man" would someday be "capable of
organizing such a moral equivalent as I have sketched." This miracle of sublimation was, James predicted, "but a question of time,
of skillful propagandism, and of opinion-making men seizing historic opportunities."
Publisher’s original salmon wraps with black lettering inside and out. Stapled and with a penciled inscription just above the words
“Atlantic Readings” at the top of the front wrapper indicating prior ownership by some indecipherable library. With the lightest of
bumping to the corners Otherwise, a beautifully preserved copy of this rare offprint version of one of James’ most famous essays.
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James’ Posthumous “Introductory Text-Book for Students in Metaphysics”
Gifted to Oxford Philosopher, F.C.S. Schiller by William James’ Wife, Alice

JAMES, William. Some Problems of Philosophy. Longmans, Green, and Co., New York, 1911. Half-title + TP + [v] = [Dedication
page + vii-[viii] = Prefatory Note + ix-[xii] = Contents + half-title + 3-[237] + 1 leaf, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1911-1).
$ 950
This copy was a gift from the author’s wife to F.C.S. Schiller, with Schiller’s ownership signature and notation – C. Schiller / from
Mrs James – written in the upper right corner of the front free endpaper. At that time, Schiller taught philosophy at Oxford and was
the most vocal English supporter of James’ philosophical approach (although he called his own version “humanism” rather than
“pragmatism”).

NOTE: See item 17 above for more details on Schiller
and his relationship with William James
See also the other three William James presentation copies
to Schiller in this catalog, all from the same collection
For years, James talked of rounding out his philosophical work with a treatise on
metaphysics. Characteristically, he chose to do so in the form of an introduction to
the problems of philosophy, because writing for beginners forced him to be
nontechnical and readable. The result is that, although this is James’s most
systematic and abstract work, it has all the lucidity of his other, more popular
writings. Step by step the reader is introduced, through analysis of the fundamental
problems of Being, the relation of thoughts to things, novelty, causation, and the
Infinite, to the original philosophical synthesis that James called radical empiricism.
James died on August 26, 1910, before completing the final manuscript for this
book. It was prepared for the press by H. M. Kallen and edited with a Prefatory Note
by his son, Henry James, Jr.
Original green covers with
perfectly legible paper spine
label with just a bit of wear to
the two top corners. There is a
½” whitish discoloration to the
lower spine. With Schiller’s
ownership
inscription
and
notation of presentation (“C.
Schiller / from Mrs James”) to
the upper right corner of the
front free endpaper. With
occasional vertical pencil lines and less frequent underlinings throughout the text – some
in black, some in blue and others in red. There are also several notations in the margins
of the book by Schiller and his list of relevant pages on the inside rear cover. Otherwise,
a near fine copy of James’ last published book.
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James’ “Introductory Text-Book
for Students in Metaphysics”

JAMES, William. Some Problems of Philosophy. Longmans, Green, and Co., New
York, 1911. Half-title + TP + [v] = [Dedication page + vii-[viii] = Prefatory Note +
ix-[xii] = Contents + half-title + 3-[237] + 1 leaf, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott
1911-1).
$ 225
[See the full description of the contents of this important book
as detailed in the listing above.]
Original green publisher’s covers with just a bit of wear to the surface of the front cover
and to the spine tips. The spine label has a distinctive crack running vertically throughout,
obliterating 10 of the 34 characters. With an interesting inscription to the front free
endpaper in ink: “To Father / with much love / on his 55th birthday / from / J.T.A. /
Sometime Asst. Prof. of Metaphysics / July 1911”. While unsure of exactly who “J.T.A.”
might be, we do know that “Father” read this book since there are very occasional vertical
pencil lines in the margins throughout. Overall, a well preserved, bright and tight copy of
James’ last published book.
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Posthumous Collection of James’ Articles and Speeches
including His Famous "The Moral Equivalent of War"

JAMES, William. Memories and Studies. Longmans, Green, and Co., New York, 1911. 1
leaf with book ads on recto + half-title + TP + 1 leaf = Prefatory Note + 1 leaf = Contents
+ half-title + 3-411, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1911-2).
$ 225
From the Prefatory Note by his son, Henry James: “Professor William James formed the
intention shortly before his death of republishing a number of popular addresses and essays
under the title which this book now bears; but unfortunately he found no opportunity to
attend to any detail of the book himself, or to leave definite instructions for others. I believe,
however, that I have departed in no substantial degree from my father's idea, except perhaps
by including two or three short pieces which were first addressed to special occasions or
audiences and which now seem clearly worthy of republication in their original form,
although he might not have been willing to reprint them himself without the recastings to
which he was ever most attentive when preparing for new readers. Everything in this
volume has already appeared in print in magazines or otherwise, and definite
acknowledgements are hereinafter made in the appropriate places. Comparison with the
original texts will disclose slight variations in a few passages, and it is therefore proper to
explain that in these passages the present text follows emendations of the original which
have survived in the author's own handwriting.”
Perhaps most famous, this is the first book appearance of "The Moral Equivalent of War".
Original publisher’s green covers with almost no wear to the board. The spine has a small (¼”)
open tear to the bottom left side. The spine label has a crack running vertically throughout which
obliterates 1 letter and compromises another 3, but is still completely readable. With a former
owner’s inked signature to the top of the front free endpaper (Alexander B. MacLeod) and the
unfortunate presence of a (very) old bookseller’s price in blue ink ($15) beside the signature.
[Alexander B. MacLeod was the author of several religious books – most of them for children
or about teaching children – whose last book (with the interesting title of Mental Hygiene as
Taught by Jesus) was published by MacMillan in 1925.] With MacLeod’s occasional pencil
underlinings and vertical margin lines along with less frequently marginalia in the essays which
most interested him. Overall, a lovely collectible copy of this posthumous collection of James’
essays and speeches.
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First Edition of James’ Essays in Radical Empiricism
Selected to Present a Systematic Outline of His Theories

JAMES, William. Essays in Radical Empiricism, Longmans, Green and Co., London,
1912. 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with book ads on verso + TP + iii-[xiii] = Editor’s Preface +
[xv] = Contents + 1-[283] + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition (McDermott 1912-1).
$ 225
“Edited, with a Preface, by Ralph Barton Perry. The title and the contents of this volume
were virtually selected by the author himself several years before his death. It was his aim
to present systematically, the outlines of the doctrine of 'Radical Empiricism' which he
regarded as of not less importance than 'Pragmatism'" (McDermott. p. 853).
This collection includes James's groundbreaking essays “Does Consciousness Exist?” and
“A World of Pure Experience” in which he explains one of his fundamental ideas: that mind
and matter are both aspects of, or structures formed from, a more fundamental stuff — pure
experience — that (despite the fact that it is called “experience”) is neither mental nor
physical. Pure experience, James explains, is “the immediate flux of life which furnishes
the material to our later reflection with its conceptual categories…” William James at his
finest on his psychological theories!

Original publisher’s green covers with paper label to the spine which is a worn and (water?) stained, but almost completely readable.
There is a 1½” ‘scrape’ to the lower right front cover (showing as white) and very light wear to the head and toe of the spine. With a
4½” x 7” tan discoloration offset to the inside cover and the front free endpaper from some earlier (but now missing) insert. With one
line of handwritten text to the top of the rear blank leaf along with four handwritten additions to the Index on the verso. Overall, a clean,
tight and bright copy of this final work prepared by William James as systematic presentation of this ideas.
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Announcing the Axial Age – Mankind Evolves into the Realm of the Spiritual

JASPERS, Karl. Vom Ursprung und Ziel der Geschichte (The Origin and Goal of History). R. Piper & Co. Verlag, München, 1949. Half title
+ TP + [5] = Vorwart + 7-11 = Inhalt + half title + [15]-349 + [351] = Publisher’s ads, Octavo. First Edition.
[with]

Vom Ursprung und Ziel der Geschichte (The Origin and Goal of History). Artemis-Verlag, Zürich, 1949. TP + [5] = half title + [6] =
Vorwort + [7]-12 = Inhalt + half title + [15]-360, small Octavo. First Edition.
$ 750
Published simultaneously in Munich and Zürich,
both books qualify as first editions although the
German imprint is usually granted priority based on
the presumption that the German edition somehow
deserve that priority (based on Jaspers residency in
Germany?).
Karl Jasper’s brilliant elucidation of “The Axial
Age” – a phrase that he coined for the period
between 800 BC and 200 BC – when mankind
turned a profound and significant evolutionary
corner, discovering for the first time a deeply selfreflective attitude towards existence and awakening
to the concept of the transcendent.
It was during those six hundred years that spiritual
and intellectual sophistication were born across the
Eurasian continent: Confucius and Lao-tse emerged
in China along with modern Hinduism and
Buddhism in India, while the prophets spoke in
Israel as the Hebrew Bible was complied, and
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle spread the gospel of
rationality throughout the Greek world.
This revolution in the realm of ideas and of the
spirit fostered an irreversible effect on several
major civilizations and then on human history as a
whole. The Axial Age thinkers and teachers
bequeathed us not only with a sense of the world
that went beyond mere experience – inviting us to
investigate, envision, and alter the world through
human thought and action – they also placed a
revolutionary emphasis on human morality and
individual responsibility while creating several
different pathways to transcendent salvation.
Surely, this book qualifies as one of the truly great historical and evolutionary insights of the 20th century!
Piper Edition: Original publisher’s red cloth with gilt lettering on the front cover and the spine. In the original light tan dust jacket with
dark brown and red lettering on the front and rear panel and the spine. The dust jacket has a few very small nicks (most noticeably at
the top of the spine). The covers are ever so slightly ‘sprung’. Otherwise, a very pretty copy of this revolutionary book by Jaspers.
Artemis Edition: Original publisher’s red cloth with gilt lettering and device on the spine. In the original light tan dust jacket with dark
brown and red lettering on the front panel and the spine. The dust jacket has a few very small nicks and just a bit of discoloration.
Otherwise, a lovely copy of this revolutionary book.
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A Complete Set of First Edition Multigraph Copies
of Jung’s Modern Psychology Seminars

JUNG, C. G. Modern Psychology, Notes on Lectures given at the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, Zürich by Prof. Dr.
C. G. Jung. [Privately printed], [Zürich], 1933-1941. Volume I: TP + Prefatory Note page + Restriction page + 1-77; Volume II:
TP + Prefatory Note page + Restriction page + [1]-163; Volume III: TP + Preface + Restriction page + [1]-166; Volume IV: TP +
Preface + Restriction page + [1]-142; Volume V: TP + Preface + Restriction page + 1-157; Volume VI: TP + Preface + Restriction
page + 1-152; First Edition Multigraph Copies.
$ 2,800
A recent issue of the Philemon Foundation
newsletter refers to these seminars as
“seminal” to Jung’s work and notes that
they “are at the center of Jung’s
intellectual activity in the 1930s and form
a critical part of his work in the 1940s and
1950s.”
TITLES:
The titles on these volumes vary. The first
two are Modern Psychology but the other
four are entitled The Process of
Individuation with subtitles in the final
three volumes as follows: Volume IV:
Exercitia spirititualia of St. Ignatius of
Loyola; Volume V: Alchemy. I; Volume
VI: Alchemy II
ILLUSTRATIONS:
Each of these volumes contains at least a
few printed illustrations while some
contain many. Some of these illustrations
are just an eighth of a page and others are
full-page pictures.
This seminar was originally given in
German and then translated into English
for publication. Barbara Hannah and
Elizabeth Welsh were responsible for the
editing of the first two volumes .The
Prefatory Note to Volume I states that:
The notes of these lectures, which
were delivered in German at the E. T.
H. Zürich, do not claim to be a
verbatim report or literal translation.
They aim at giving a clear outline of
the main content of each lecture.
Prof. Jung himself has not read the
M.S., though he has been kind enough
to help us with certain passages. Our
warm thanks are to Miss Toni Wolff for her most valuable criticism and to Mrs. Fierz who assisted her.
At the time these lectures were given there was no idea of circulation, so our own notes were quite inadequate. Miss MarieJeanne Schmid was kind enough to lend us her excellent shorthand reports, which has formed the backbone of this record.
We must however take the responsibilities for any errors
The introductory remarks at the beginning of each of the other five volumes are similar to the above.
Also included is the standard “restrictions page” which here reads: “This Report is multigraphed for private circulation only. No
part can be quoted for publication under any circumstances whatsoever” – a restriction that Jung lifted in 1957.

Each volume is an original Multigraph copy with the single-sided text bound using three large staples. The covers are mottle light green
and black boards with green canvas on the spines (except for volume II which has black canvas [as issued]) with gilt lettering giving
titles and the years in which the presentations were made. With the most minor of bumps to the exteriors of the first five volumes.
Volume VI has suffered a bit of warping of both the covers and the text from humidity. Otherwise, this is a beautiful set of these first
edition copies of this series of seminars.
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First Edition Multilith Copy of Jung’s Tavistock Lectures in London
Mary Bancroft’s Numbered Copy

JUNG, C. G. Fundamental Psychological Conceptions / A Report of Five Lectures by C. G. Jung, M.D., LL.D., Professor at
the Federal Technical University, Zurich, given under the auspices of the Institute of Medical Psychology, Malet Place, London,
W.C.1. September 30 – October 4, 1935. [Privately Printed], London, 1936. 1 blank leaf + TP + Editor’s page + i = Restrictions
page + ii = Prefatory Note + iii = Bibliographical References + [1]-89 + 89a + 90-235 + [238] = Printer’s information; 7½” x 9¾”.
First Edition Numbered Multilith Copy (Number 196).
$ 1,500
COPY #196 – as noted by the handwritten notice at the bottom of page i.
With 15 different line drawings reproduced throughout the text.
Jung’s Tavistock Lectures, delivered in London in 1935, were meant
to be, as he said in his introductory remarks, “a short outline of certain
fundamental conceptions of psychology” (p. 1 of this book) – an
outline that he proposed to break down into two main “chapters.”
We have two main chapters to deal with, namely, on the one side
the concepts concerning the structure of the unconscious mind
and of the so-called contents of the unconscious; on the other, the
methods used in the investigation of contents originating in the
unconscious psychical processes. The second chapter has three
parts, first, the word association method; second, the method of
dream analysis; and third, the method of active imagination. (p. 2
of this book)
Ronald Hayman, in his A Life of Jung (W. W. Norton, New York,
1999), devotes six full pages to this seminar noting that it was here
“that [Jung] introduced the subject of archetypes and the
collective unconscious…” (p. 334).

PROVENANCE
This copy has the name “Mary Bancroft” written across the top of
the front free end paper along with the address “45 East End Ave.”.
The author and intelligence analyst, Mary Bancroft (1903–1997), had
a colorful career as a both journalist and spy for the United States in
Switzerland during World War II. She is best known for her work with
German military intelligence officer Hans Bernd Gisevius, who
supplied details regarding a bungled attempt to assassinate Hitler on
July 20, 1944
Despite appearing to be exceptionally extroverted, Bancroft suffered
silently from asthma and violent sneezing fits that she suspected were
psychosomatic and brought on by emotional turmoil. She sought out
the celebrated psychologist Carl Jung, who cured her through analysis
and became a lifelong friend. Her relationship with Jung was
summarized in her New York Times obituary: "To Jung … her appeal
was textbook obvious. In his scheme of things she was an extroverted intuitive, one who had experienced such fierce inter-family
battles for her affections as a child that power had become her natural element. She had such an instinctive knack for wielding it,
[Jung] told her, that men seeking or holding power would cherish her advice, as indeed they did." The list of Bancroft's male
consorts over time included film director Woody Allen, Time, Inc. CEO Henry R. Luce, and Allen Dulles, who laid the foundations

of what would become known as the Central Intelligence Agency. Bancroft's interactions with Jung fostered a lifelong interest in
psychology, and she often lectured on Jung and others in his field when she had the chance. She also became a trustee of the Jung
Foundation in New York after his death, and a contributing editor and writer for Psychological Perspectives , a Jungian academic
journal.
A book label attached to the inside of the front cover is in her married name, Mary Rufenacht while a donation label affixed to front
free endpaper attests that the book was donated to the Kristine Mann Library in New York City by her estate. The book was officially
deaccessioned by the KML in 2014.
An original Multigraph copy with single-sided pages – the printer information page noting: “Duplicated by the / Belsize Typewriting
Bureau / 29, Howitt Road, London, N.W.3 / Primrose 2846.” Bound using three large staples. The covers are boards with a brownish
printed weave pattern and the spine covered with green canvas. The covers are lightly worn. Overall, a lovely copy of this extremely
scarce numbered printing of Jung’s Tavistock Lectures that comes with the additional charm of having been owned by one of the more
interesting women of the 20th century.
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Jung Psychoanalyses the Dreams of Nobel Physics Prize Winner Wolfgang Pauli
in this First Edition Multigraph Copies of His Bailey Island and New York Seminars

JUNG, C. G. Dream Symbols of the Individuation Process by C.
G. Jung of Küsnacht-bei-Zürich, Switzerland [Privately Printed],
[No place but most likely New York], 1937 / 1938. Volume I: TP +
Notes Committee page + 1-214; Volume II: TP + Notes Committee
page + 1-148 + 4 blank leaves; 8½” x 11”. First Edition Multigraph
Copies.
$ 1,200
The “New York Troika” – Kristine Mann, Esther Harding and Eleanor
Bertine – spent summers at Mann's ancestral summer community
Bailey Island in Maine. Here they established their practices in the
summer and saw patients from all parts of the United States.
In 1936 Jung traveled to Bailey Island to present his Bailey Island
Seminar, the first of his two-part American seminar Dream Symbols.
The second part, known as his New York Seminar was held in New
York City one year later.
The Dreamer in this seminar was later identified as the prominent
physicist Wolfgang Pauli and Sonu Shamdasani, one of Jung’s
principal modern interpreters, has characterized these seminars as
Jung’s “major presentation of the archetypic nature of dreams” (Jung
and the Making of Modern Psychology, Cambridge University Press,
2003, p. 153).
PROVENANCE:
With a small vertical sticker to the top edge of the left front cover
of both books reading “Violet” and the handwritten former owner’s
signature (“V. de Laszlo”) to the top of the front free endpaper. Dr.
de Laszlo was a regular attendee at Jung’s seminars going back to
the first one held in Cornwall in 1923. She was the editor of several
collections of Jung’s writings, most prominently the Modern
Library edition of his “Basic Writings.”
Original bound Multigraph copies with single-sided pages. Both books
come in original green boards with darker green spines. Both books have
the small vertical label to the front cover (described above) along with a
small blank white strip on the spine. Both covers have hand written titles in
green marker with an additional title handwritten in black. With the
signature “V. de Laszlo” in green marker to the front free endpaper. A
lovely matched set with an impressive provenance.
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The Separately Published Second Part of Kant’s Metaphysics of Morals

KANT, Immanuel. Metaphysische Anfangsgründe der Tugendlehre (The Metaphysical Foundations of the Theory of Virtue).
Friedrich Nicolovius, Konigsberg, 1797. TP + [III]-X = Vorrede + [1]-190 + [191] = Verbesserungen, Octavo. First Edition (Warda
176).
$ 500
The second, separately published, part of Kant’s Die Metaphysik der Sitten (the first being
Metaphysische Anfangsgründe der Rechtslehre [Metaphysical Foundations of the Theory
of Rights]). Here without the series half-title that is found in some copies.
Just as The Critique of Practical Reason is divided into two parts, so The Metaphysics of
Morals has two major sections and purposes. The first deals with jurisprudence or the laws
and constitutions of the state while the second addresses the issue of individual morals, the
proper duties and responsibilities that each man has toward himself and then towards his
fellows. As usual, Kant’s project it to explain and defend his theories of what can be laid
down a priori – here on the subject of human conduct.
This is Kant’s further consideration of human virtue which he had first presented in his
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals in 1785. In this small book, Kant places particular
emphasis on treating humanity as an end in itself and makes significant distinctions between
Rights (considered in the first part) and Virtue. He now explains that "virtue" is "the capacity
and considered resolve to withstand a strong but unjust opponent...with respect to what
opposes the moral disposition within us". The "opponent" here is, of course, our own
inclination to pursue happiness by fulfilling personal pleasures.
What ultimately distinguishes virtue from rights is that only virtue can lead us to adopt a
moral end (i.e., to make a free rational choice, in conformity with duty): the coercion made
possible through the Right may constrain me "to perform actions that are directed as a means
to an end, but I can never be constrained by others to have an end; only I myself can make
something my end." Rights, therefore, relate to a "narrow" form of obligation focusing on
particular actions, whereas virtue relates to "wide obligation" because the moral law "can
prescribe only the maxim of actions, not the actions themselves".
One of the last works published in his lifetime, this is a typical Kantian tour de force and a
defense of his entire life’s work.
Contemporary mottled pasteboards (a bit worn and rounded on the corners) with a handwritten paper label on the spine (which has
noticeably peeled as shown in the photo at right). With the blue stamped former owner’s name (Oswald Weigel) to the inside of the
front cover and a contemporary three-line inked inscription to the top of the front fly leaf and a short stamped line of Hebrew letters
lower on that same page. The interior and the text is lightly foxed but otherwise a charmingly unsophisticated copy of this book.
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The Important First French Edition of Locke’s
Essay Concerning Human Understanding

LOCKE, John. Essai philosophique concernant l'entendement humain, ou l'on montre quelle est l'etendue de nos
connoissances certaines, et la manière dont nous y parvenons (A Philosophical Essay on Human Understanding or how one shows
the extent of our understanding and the ways in which we that reach that point). Amsterdam: Chez Henri Schelte, 1700. 1 blank
leaf + leaf with portrait of Locke on verso + TP + [i]-[iv] = Dedication + [v]-[xii] = Avertissement du Traducteur + [xiii] = Monsieur
Locke au Libraire + [xiv]-[xxvi] = Preface de L'Auteur + [xxvii]-[liv] = Table des Matiéres (Contents) + 1-936 + [937]-[957] =
Table des Principales Matieres + [958] = Privilegie + 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition in French (Yolton 91).
$ 2,500
First edition in French of John Locke¹s Essay Concerning Humane Understanding (originally published in English in 1690). As
noted on the title page, this edition has been "Traduit de l¹Anglois de Mr. Locke, par Pierre Coste, sur la quatriéme edition, revûë,
corrigée, & augmentée par l¹auteur" (Translated from the English of Mr. Locke by Pierre Coste from the fourth edition, reviewed,
corrected and added to by the author.) NOTE: The fourth edition (of 1700) was not yet published when this French edition appeared.
Engraved frontispiece portrait of Locke by "P. a Gunst" after J. Greenhill. Woodcut printer¹s device on TP. Decorative woodcut
head- and tail-pieces and initials.

Because French rather than English was the universal language,
Locke's continental readers were dependent initially upon
reviews in French-language journals - Basnage de Beauval's
Histoire des ouvrages des savans, Bernard's Nouvelles de la
république des lettres, and (most especially) Le Clerc's
Bibliothèque universelle and its successors. Interested parties
such as Limborch and Leibniz did not really come to grips with
the Essay until it had been translated into French. This was
accomplished in 1700 by Pierre Coste.
Coste, like Le Clerc, was a French Protestant refugee in
Holland. In 1695, he translated Locke's Some Thoughts
concerning Education into French and sent the author a copy.
Locke was pleased, and Le Clerc encouraged the young man to
begin translating the Essay. In 1697, Coste was invited to
Locke's retreat at Oates, as tutor to the Masham children and as
Locke's assistant. The translation was completed under Locke's
supervision and was published in June 1700, prefaced by
Locke's recommendation. Coste remained at Oates until Locke's
death in 1704. Thereafter, in the midst of a busy literary career,
he continued his work on the Essay, bringing out a revised
French edition in 1729.
In this copy, the beautiful frontispiece has been bound after p. [iv]
rather than opposite the title page. Handsomely bound in eighteenthcentury calf. The spine is decoratively tooled in gilt compartments
with red morocco gilt lettering label. Both front and back boards
each with a single unobtrusive gouge. Joints and head of spine
expertly and unobtrusively repaired. Some foxing and occasional
browning with a few small light stains on title page. An excellent
copy of this extremely important edition of Locke’s Essay.
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The Rare Offprint of Enfranchisement of Woman
by Harriet Taylor [Mrs. John Stuart Mill]

MILL, Mrs. Stuart. Enfranchisement of Women. Trübner and Co., London, 1868. Front cover TP + [3]-22. Octavo. First Edition
Offprint.
$ 1,200
This is among the rarest pieces of 19th century feminist literature of which very few copies seem to have survived.
Harriet Taylor was 28-years-old when she met John Stuart Mill in 1836, developing a close intellectual and emotional relationship
with him even as she continued to live with her husband and child. Two years after her husband’s death from cancer, she married
Mill in April of 1851. Other than a few youthful articles published in the Unitarian periodical, Monthly Repository, this article is
her only known published work. It appeared just three months after her marriage to Mill although she had been working on the
piece since the previous October.
The article was published anonymously and was instantly attributed to Mill, most especially since he had “deliberately given the
editor the impression he had written it himself, either to ensure its publication or else for fear that Harriet should be dubbed a
bluestocking.” [Packe, The Life of John Stuart Mill, 1954, p. 347] However, following her death in 1858, Mill acknowledged her
sole authorship of the piece on several occasions, not least of which was a letter in which he explicitly referred to and praised “her
essay in the Westminster Review” (see his letter to Paulina Wright Davis quoted in her Address to the 20th Anniversary Convention
of the Woman Suffrage Movement held in New York City in 1870) as well as in his own Dissertations and Discussions (1859).
Originally published in July, 1851 in one of the most prestigious periodicals in England, this essay drew on published reports in the
New York Tribune describing a series of women's rights conventions that had just then been convened in the United States. The
article opens with a rousing statement of purpose:

Most of our readers will probably learn from these pages for the first
time, that there has arisen in the United States, and in the most
civilized and enlightened portion of them, an organized agitation on a
new question – new, not to thinkers, nor to any one by whom the
principles of free and popular government are felt as well as
acknowledged, but new, and even unheard-of, as a subject for public
meetings and practical political action. This question is, the
enfranchisement of women; their admission, in law and in fact, to
equality in all rights, political, civil, and social, with the male citizens
of the community.
Distancing herself ever so slightly from their American style of public
discourse, Taylor nevertheless endorsed the spirit of these conventions
and highlighted the contradiction between American democratic values
and the exclusion of women from the "inalienable rights" of "life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness." Harriet concluded that "physical force"
explained women's subjection to men. She praised the women's rights
declarations of the American conventions, and predicted that "the example
of America will be followed on this side of the Atlantic."
Many of Harriet’s arguments in this piece would be developed more fully
in Mill's The Subjection of Women, published eleven years after her death
(although that book is considerably more conservative in some of its
assertions than those found in Taylor’s Enfranchisement). Mill always
claimed that the views expressed in Subjection came directly from Taylor
and in his Autobiography he went even further, claiming that Harriet was
responsible for the key ideas in most of his works.
The essay was not issued as an offprint until seventeen years later in 1868,
five years before John Stuart Mills own death, by which time the fear of Harriet being smeared as a bluestocking (along with any
reluctance by Mill to associate her with the growing woman’s movement) was long past.
Original publisher’s self-wraps. Front cover with a ¾” x 2¾” darken area (from former label?) in the upper right corner and the remnants
of a partially removed label (1” x 1¾”) in the lower left corner. There is small (½”) closed tear along the upper right edge of the spine
and a 4” closed tear running diagonally across the back cover from the left edge 3”down from the top. Sewn, as originally issued. In
spite of the cover defects already noted, this is a delightful and charming copy of a rare pamphlet from the early years of feminism in
the English speaking world.
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A “Complete” Edition of Montesquieu’s Revolutionary First Book
Including The Turkish Letters

MONTESQUIEU, Baron de, Charles de Secondat. Lettres Persanes (Persian Letters), Chez Pierre Marteau, Cologne, 1744. TP
+ 1-172 + [1]-196 + TP [Lettres Turques] + [3]-71; 12mo. Later Edition.
$ 550
This edition put out by Marteau, Montesquieu’s original publisher, adds the Letter from a Turk in Paris which was not written by
Montesquieu. The original publication in The Persian Letters in 1721, sparked a number of imitative works – all based on the
“letter-writing” format. One of these, Letters from a Turk, was published by Poullain de Saint-Foix in 1730. When Marteau reissued
The Persian Letters in 1731, he appended this work at the end. Montesquieu was not pleased, commenting that “a sequel is
inadmissible, and that any admixture with the letters of others, however ingenious such letters may be, is still more so.” This edition
is from 1744, thirteen years after the first “complete” edition was published.
In the history of letters and fiction, it is interesting to note that Montesquieu was well aware of the literary genre – the epistolary
novel – that he had launched. He noted in his Mes Pensées: "My Lettres persanes taught people to write letter-novels.”
Montesquieu’s first publication was a revolutionary book that had a profound and wide impact. “France was publicly shocked and
privately delighted. Four editions appeared in 1721, and then none for nine years; it is not unreasonable to suppose that it was
officially suppressed.” (Printing and the Mind of Man, p. 117, PMM 197 – De l’Esprit des Loix) But the damage had been done.
French society, the Catholic Church and, perhaps most importantly, the French monarchy had been held up to scathing public
ridicule in a book that proved to be one of the best sellers of the 18th century.

“Montesquieu made his name as a writer at the age of 32 with the publication of Les
Lettres persanes (1721). Presented in the guise of a series of letters sent from France by
two Persian visitors, Usbek and Rica, and translated into French by Montesquieu, this
book is a satirical attack on French values and institutions. It is written with great wit and
skill. The Persian visitors begin by remarking on the strange customs of the French in such
matters as cutting their hair and wearing wigs and reversing the Persian rule of giving
trousers to women and skirts to men. They then proceed by degrees to express delicate
amazement at the things the French choose to respect or hold sacred. They comment on
the mixture of grossness and extravagance in the manners of Parisian society. Their sly
digs at French politics are even more telling. They describe Louis XIV as a ‘magician’
who ‘makes people kill one another even when they have no quarrel.’ The Persians also
speak of ‘another conjuror who is called the Pope... who makes people believe that three
are only one, and that the bread one eats is not bread or that the wine one drinks is not
wine, and a thousand other things of the same sort.’ The Spanish Inquisitors are described
as a ‘cheerful species of dervishes who burnt to death people who disagreed with them on
points of the utmost triviality.’ The revocation of the Edict of Nantes is likewise mocked,
Louis XIV being said to have contrived ‘to increase the numbers of the faithful by
diminishing the numbers of his subjects.’” (Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Vol. 5, p. 369)
Montesquieu’s advanced the burgeoning French Enlightenment by emphatically underlining
what was relative to time and place and contrasting this with what is natural and absolute at all
times and everywhere. The book signaled a sea change in the way that people looked at their
venerable institutions which, having read this book, were clearly no longer sacrosanct. What
had formerly been passively accepted was now fair game for investigation by Reason and for ridicule.
Bound in contemporary full calf with gilt lettering and designs on the spine which as five raised ribs. Joints recently repaired. The former
owner’s name (“Ex Libris eg: Stephani Le Comu De Nailly”) handsomely inscribed in faded ink beneath the ornamental device in the
center of the title page. A handsome copy of this important work.
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Nietzsche Attacks German Historians

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Unzeitgemässe Betrachtungen II: Vom Nutzen und
Nachtheil (Unconventional Observation II: The Use and Disadvantage of History for
Life). E. W. Fritzsch, Leipzig, 1874. TP + [III]-VI = Vorwort + [7]-111 + [112] =
Printer’s information. Octavo. First Edition, First Issue (Schaberg 25a).
$ 1,500
There were approximately 650 copies of the first edition in this first issue state.
The second Unconventional Observation attacked the then current faith in historical
research that was one of Nietzsche's major complaints with contemporary German
culture and a topic to which he returned with some regularity in his later works.
Contrary to prevailing opinion, Nietzsche argued that historical knowledge is valuable
only when it has a positive effect on human beings’ sense of life, contending that history
can play only three positive roles, which he termed the "monumental," the "antiquarian"
and "critical," explaining each of these in some detail, before going on to enumerate the
dangers of the current scholarly fascination with "history for its own sake."
Finally, Nietzsche suggests an antidote to the psychologically and ethically devastating
effects of the conventional approaches to history, proposing an amalgam of what he
terms the historical, the unhistorical and the suprahistorical attitudes, as the healthiest
approach to the integration of a historical sense into the life of the individual – and, of
course, for Nietzsche, this always means the exceptional individual. As he remarks in
the present essay, tellingly for the understanding of the Nietzschean philosophy as a
whole: “The goal of humanity cannot lie in the end (Ende) but only in its highest
specimens.” In the words of Walter Kaufmann: “Perhaps there is no more basic
statement of Nietzsche’s philosophy in all of his writings than this sentence.”
Recently rebound in ¾ green cloth (with gilt lettering to the spine) and contemporary green marbled boards and a text block with marbled
edges. Internally bright and clean. Overall a very good copy of one of Nietzsche’s earliest works.
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An Original Wraps Copy of Nietzsche’s First “Aphoristic” Work
His Introduction of “Perspectivism”

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Menschliches, Allzumenschliches. Ein Buch für freie Geister (Human All Too Human. A Book for
Free Spirits). Schmeitzner, Chemnitz, 1878. Half title + TP + 1 leaf = Vorrede + 1 leaf = Inhalt + 1 leaf = Half title + [3]-377 +
[378] = Printer’s information + [379]-[380] = Printer’s ads. Octavo. First Edition, First Issue (Schaberg 29).
$ 9,500
INCLUDING all of the important issue points, one or more of
which are usually lacking: the initial half title before the full title
page, the advertisements at the end and the “eere” correction,
cut and pasted by Schmeitzner over “menon” (a non-word) to
create “meere” (sea) on p. 290 (aphorism 431).
There are only 489 copies of this first edition, first issue, as the
remaining 511 of the original 1,000 first edition copies were
sold to E. W. Fritzsch in 1886 for use in a new edition with new
title page and without the ads – making this book uncommon in
any state.
This is the first book by Nietzsche where he is listed simply as
Friedrich Nietzsche rather than as “prof.” In fact, Human, All
Too Human constituted such a radical departure in style and
content for Nietzsche that he first proposed to his publisher that
it be released anonymously or using a pseudonym (Bernhard
Cron). Schmeitzner, however, would not allow it.
Reluctant to construct a philosophical “system,” and sensitive
to the importance of style in philosophic writing, Nietzsche
composed these works as a series of several hundred aphorisms,
a departure from his style up to this point. Much of the work is
devoted to what one might now call "psychoanalytical" insights
into the nature of common human experience and the origins of
our human valuations. At the time, serious inquiry into such
things as the nature of dreams, the meaning of pity or the
phenomenon of laughter had no place in the field of philosophy.
Human All Too Human also contains Nietzsche’s reflections
upon cultural and psychological phenomena in reference to
individuals' organic and physiological constitutions. The idea of
power sporadically appears as an explanatory principle, but
Nietzsche tends at this time to invoke hedonistic considerations
of pleasure and pain in his explanations of cultural and
psychological phenomena. It is here, too, that Nietzsche's
famous epistemological "perspectivism" is first broached: the
view that "truths" are nothing more than interpretations of
reality, formed from different perspectives and more or less
successful in their struggle against competing "truths."
Like the four books to follow, the present work is addressed to the "free spirits of Europe." It was the present work that finally
divided Nietzsche from his greatest friend, Richard Wagner, who in Nietzsche's mind was more and more motivated only by the
most simplistic greed for power, and betraying the promise of his art.
Publisher’s original front wrap with some wear and reinforced corners along with the partial remains of a bookseller’s ticket in the lower
left hand corner. Beautifully matched and lettered recent spine with similar rear cover. There is a former owner’s modern bookplate on
the inside front cover (author, Kristian Bäthe) and a handwritten ink inscription to the first half-title: “An Sascha / sein ???? / Joan / 26
März /1881”. An original wrap copy that comes in a custom clamshell box housing a tight, clean and beautiful copy of this first
installment of the Menschliches three-book series.
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Nietzsche’s First “Aphoristic” Work
and His Introduction of “Perspectivism”

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Menschliches, Allzumenschliches. Ein Buch für freie
Geister (Human All Too Human. A Book for Free Spirits). Schmeitzner, Chemnitz,
1878. 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + 1 leaf = Vorrede + 1 leaf = Inhalt + 1 leaf = half
title + [3]-377 + [378] = Printer’s information + 1 blank leaf. Octavo. First Edition, First
Issue (Schaberg 29).
$ 4,500
Includes initial half title before the full title page and the “eere” correction, cut and pasted
by Schmeitzner over “menon” (a non-word) to create “meere” (sea) on p290 aphorism
431, but lacking the rear advertisements.
[A full description of the contents of this important book is detailed in the listing above.]
Recent period-style ¾ red morocco (with gilt lettering and decorations to the spine) over
contemporary green specked boards and a text block with marbled edges. The boards show
some light wear in spots, but overall this is a tight, clean and beautiful copy of this first
installment of the Menschliches three-book series.
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The Second “Aphoristic” Work
The “Anhang” to Menschliches, Allzumenschliches

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Menschliches, Allzumenschliches, Anhang: Vermischte
Meinungen und Sprüche (Human, All Too Human A Supplement: Mixed Opinions
and Maxims). Schmeitzner, Chemnitz, 1879. 1 blank leaf + TP + [3]-163 + [164] =
Printer’s information + 1 blank leaf. Octavo. First Edition, First Issue (Schaberg 31).
$ 3,800
With the publisher’s penciled hand correction to page 35 – correcting “Opfersinns” to
“Opferthiers” – as requested by Nietzsche in his March 5, 1879 letter to Schmeitzner
(KSB 5, p. 392, #812). There were approximately 350 copies of the first edition in the
first issue state. This copy lacks the advertisements which are preserved in some copies.
The present work was conceived as an addendum to the previous book and it continues
Nietzsche’s incisive observations and evaluations on any number of topics, once again
presented in the famous aphoristic style that characterizes these works of Nietzsche’s
middle period, the works for “free spirits.”
Nietzsche saw this book so integrally as a continuation of the first Menschliches
Allzumenschliches that he suggested to his publisher that it simply continue the pagination
where the previous book had left off, though Schmeitzner persuaded him against the idea.
The philosopher’s presentation of his insights in what appears at first glance as a random
assortment of loosely related fragments was a strategic decision. Even though he viewed
his era as a decadent one, in which a unitary world-view was difficult if not impossible,
and that the philosopher of his day could at best hope to illuminate a few spaces neglected
in the great systems of the past, he was also writing in self-conscious defiance of the great
systems, the works of Kant, Hegel and Spinoza, trying to retrieve the danger of real
thought from the lethargy of thinking in which every question is already answered by
reference to the system before it is even posed.
Recent period-style ¾ red morocco (with gilt lettering and decorations to the spine) over
contemporary green specked boards and a text block with marbled edges. The boards show
some light wear in spots, but overall this is a tight, clean and beautiful copy of this middle
installment of the Menschliches three-book series.
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The Third and Final Part of “Human, all too Human”

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Der Wanderer und Sein Schatten (The Wanderer and His Shadow).
Schmeitzner, Chemnitz, 1880. 1 blank leaf + TP + [3]-185 + [186] = Berichtigungen, Octavo.
First Edition, First Issue (Schaberg 32).
$ 3,800
Lacking the advertisements which are preserved in some copies.
Written as a second sequel to Human All Too Human, The Wanderer and his Shadow was first
published in the year following Nietzsche’s departure from academia. Perhaps the title here is
somewhat autobiographical, reflecting Nietzsche and his shadow heading off into the wilderness
of the unknown. Wanderer contains a series of aphorisms and was published on December 20,
1890. It was received enthusiastically by Nietzsche’s friends, though failed to sell more than 200
copies. Yet, it was viewed by Nietzsche himself as a triumph. In a letter to Schmeitzner written
on December 18, Nietzsche remarks: "Der vollendete 'Wanderer' ist mir fast etwas
Unglaubliches... Die ganze 'Menschlichkeit' mit den 2 Anhängen ist aus der Zeit der bittersten
und anhaltendsten Schmerzen - und scheint mir doch ein Ding voller Gesundheit. Dies ist mein
Triumph." [The completed 'Wanderer' is to me something almost unbelievable... The entire
'humanity' with the 2 supplements is from a time of the most bitter and continual pains – and yet
seems to me to be a thing full of health. This is my triumph!]”(The Nietzsche Chronicle).
Recent period-style ¾ red morocco (with gilt lettering and decorations to the spine) over
contemporary green specked boards and a text block with marbled edges. The boards show some
light wear in spots, but overall this is a tight, clean and beautiful copy of this final installment of the
Menschliches three-book series.
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Richard Meyer’s Copy of Beyond Good and Evil
The ‘Anonymous’ Donor Who Made the Publication of Nietzsche’s Last Three Books Possible

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Jenseits von Gut und Böse (Beyond Good and Evil) Naumann,
Leipzig, 1886. 1 blank leaf + TP + [III]-VI + [VII] = Inhalt + Half title + [3]-271 + [272] =
Berichtigungen + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition (Schaberg 40).
$ 9,000
THE DONOR
Richard Meyer (1860-1914) was just 27-years-old when he first encountered Nietzsche’s
works, most likely in this very book. At the time, Meyer was a Privatdocent (i.e. he was
certified to teach privately) at the University of Berlin. Meyer came from a family of very
successful Jewish bankers and was independently wealthy. He was most likely introduced
to Nietzsche’s writings by Paul Deussen, one of Nietzsche’s closest friends from college,
who was then professor of Sanskrit and Hindu texts at the University.
On July 18, 1888, just as Nietzsche was struggling to finance the final three works to be
published in his lifetime (The Case of Wagner, Twilight of the Idols and Nietzsche contra
Wagner), Deussen wrote to the still largely unrecognized philosopher:
Several friends of mine, whom you do not know and who would like to remain
anonymous, want to give you a sign of their admiration. They have begged me to send
you the sum of 2,000 Marks which is already on its way to your mother in Naumburg
so that you may draw down upon it as you wish.
I hope that you will accept this with the friendly understanding that it is a gesture on
the part of a few people who would like to make up for Mankind’s sins against you.
[KGB, III.6, 242]
Nietzsche was, by this time, genteelly poor, but still extremely proud, so Deussen’s fiction
of this money coming from “several friends” rather than a single individual (let alone a

Jewish banker’s son) was a necessary ploy to get Nietzsche to accept this generous offer. And he did so,
using the money to fuel the fever of publishing that consumed the last four months of his sane life.
Meyer went on to become of a supporter of Nietzsche’s sister, Elisabeth, in her effort to collect, catalog
and publish all of her brother’s works and even served on the Board of the Nietzsche Archiv from 1910
to 1913. He was forced to resign his position on the Board because he found he could no longer work
with the increasingly demanding, irrational and impossible Elisabeth. (Nietzsche’s sister was willing to
take Meyer’s money but it was not helpful that he had written a favorable review of Lou Salome’s 1894
book, Friedrich Nietzsche in seinen Werke. Elisabeth HATED Lou Salome and the review still rankled.)
Meyer published his own tribute to Nietzsche and his thought in 1913 entitled Nietzsche: Sein Leben und
Seine Werke
[See Schaberg, The Nietzsche Canon, pp. 159-160, Bernoulli, Overbeck und Nietzsche, 2:260-261 and
Krummel Nietzsche und der deutsche Geist, 1: 145 for more details.]
THE BOOK
Nietzsche had 600 copies of this work privately printed by his "vanity publisher", Naumann.
Considered by most to be Nietzsche's most important philosophical work, Beyond Good and Evil was the first of Nietzsche's "selfpublished" books. The work consists of nine interlocking chapters that delineate the profile and the task of the "free spirit" and the
"philosopher of the future" and contains some of Nietzsche's most insightful and barbed attacks on previous philosophers, as well
as many of his most powerfully and elegantly formulated analyses. As perhaps nowhere else, the Nietzsche of Beyond Good and
Evil fulfilled his own criterion of literary greatness: “To say in one sentence what others have required a book to say – and then to
say what they did not say as well!” By any standard, Beyond Good and Evil is among the greatest books in the Western Canon and
it is difficult to imagine another in which one can find so much. Here, for the first time, Nietzsche proposes a "natural history of
morals" and proposes that the revaluation of former values is the central task to be accomplished by the philosopher of the future –
this indeed would be the primary task of his own final works.
He begins: “If a person should regard even the effects of hatred, envy, covetousness and the lust to rule as conditions of life, as
factors which, fundamentally and essentially, must be present in the general economy of life (and must, therefore, be further
enhanced if life is to be further enhanced) – he will suffer from such a view of things as from seasickness. And yet even this
hypothesis is far from being the strangest and most painful in this immense and almost new domain of dangerous insights…” In
addition, Nietzsche’s concept of will to power plays a prominent and central role in the book, as does his famous analysis of master
and slave morality, which is mentioned here for the first time.
Bound in contemporary dark red pebbled boards with the most minor of wear. The ½ leather spine
has seven ribs and gilt titling on a red field. With the bookplate (Ex Libris Ricardi M. Meyer) to the
inside front cover. A lovely, clean and remarkable association copy of this tremendously important
work by Nietzsche.
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Nietzsche’s Most Important Work?

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Jenseits von Gut und Böse (Beyond Good and Evil) Naumann,
Leipzig, 1886. TP + [III]-VI + [VII] = Inhalt + half title + [3]-271 + [272] = Berichtigungen,
Octavo. First Edition (Schaberg 40).
$ 6,000
[See the full description of the contents of this important book
as detailed in the listing above.]
Recent period-style ¾ red morocco (with gilt lettering and decorations to the spine) over
contemporary red marbled boards and a text block with marbled edges. A tight, clean and beautiful
copy of this tremendously important work by Nietzsche.
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Master Morality and Slave Morality Compared

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Zur Genealogie der Moral (On the Genealogy of Morals). C. G.
Naumann, Leipzig, 1887. TP + [III]-XIV = Vorrede + half title + [1]-182 + [183] = Inhalt +
[184] = Printer’s information, Octavo. First Edition (Schaberg 53).
$ 5,500
Nietzsche's second self-published work of which he had 600 copies printed.
The Genealogy, meant to be an elaboration and an extension of Beyond Good and Evil, has
generated more scholarly comments in the past twenty years than any other book that Nietzsche
wrote. The book’s structure, which is more transparently discursive than most of his other works,
is that of three sustained and interlocking essays. The first addresses the origins of our
conceptions of "good" and "bad," as against those of “good” and “evil” and contains Nietzsche's
famous analysis of master morality and slave morality (a topic he had first introduced in Beyond
Good and Evil the previous year). The second essay traces the origin of a "bad conscience" –
the phenomenon of the soul taking sides against itself – while the third and final essays attacks
the Christian advocacy of ascetic ideals, even while recognizing that “almost everything we call
‘higher culture’ rests on the spiritualization of, and giving depth to, cruelty (against oneself).”
Throughout, Nietzsche employs his "genealogical" method, which has proven to be so
influential in the 20th century, most notably in the work of Michel Foucault. The work has been
a traditional locus of confusion among simplistic readers of Nietzsche’s work: the apparent
racial distinction, between master-morality and slave-morality, which Nietzsche ironically
derived from the banal racist Gobineau, is turned to decidedly un-racial purposes. But then,
Nietzsche’s true meaning has never stood between his many ideological interpreters and their
purposes.
Recent period-style ¾ red morocco (with gilt lettering and decorations to the spine) over
contemporary red marbled boards and a text block with marbled edges. A tight, clean and beautiful
copy of this tremendously important work by Nietzsche.
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The Second Edition of the
Four “Untimely Meditations”

NIETZSCHE,

Friedrich.
Unzeitgemässe
Betrachtungen (Unconventional Observations IIV. C. G. Naumann, Leipzig, 1893, Volume 1:
Original front wrap + TP + [III]-XV + 2 half titles
+ [1]-206 + [207]-[208] = Publisher's ads; Volume
2: Original front wrap + TP + 2 half titles + [3]205 + [206]-[208] = Publisher's ads, Octavo.
Second Edition (Krummel, II-V b, p. 114).
$ 850

This is the second volume of the soon to be aborted
"Collected Works" edited by Nietzsche's closest
friend, Peter Gast (whose introduction appears
here as a Foreword). The second attempt to put out
a complete edition was more successful - mostly
because it was driven to completion by Nietzsche's
harridan sister, Elisabeth.
Two volumes bound with original front wraps and
expertly matching (but recent) spines and rear covers.
There are some scattered pencil underlinings and
marginalia. Otherwise, this is a really well-preserved
and excellent copy of all four of Nietzsche's
"Unconventional Observations" (which are more
usually, but a bit inaccurately, translated as the
"Untimely Meditations").
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First Edition (the American Issue) of Nietzsche’s Most Famous Book!

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Thus Spake Zarathustra The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1896. Half-title (The Works of Friedrich Nietzsche / Vol. VIII) with
information on it being the sole authorized translation on the verso + TP + v-viii =
Contents + half title + xi-xxiii = Introduction (by Alexander Tille) + 3 half-titles +
1-479 + [481]-[488] = Publisher’s ads + 1 blank leaf. Octavo. First Edition,
American Issue.
$ 3,000
This first American edition of Zarathustra in Alexander Tille’s English translation
was published simultaneously by Henry & Co. in London and Macmillan in New
York in 1896 (along with The Case of Wagner in that same year). The Henry
printing was actually done by Nietzsche’s German publisher, C.G. Naumann, in
Leipzig while Macmillan was responsible for getting the American imprint done
by the Norwood Press in Norwood, MA.
Henry & Co. was unfortunately a new and underfinanced imprint that was selected
by C.G. Naumann and Nietzsche’s cousin, Dr. Richard Oehler, over the protests of
the English translators. After publishing two titles in 1896, the firm went bankrupt
leaving two unpublished works (The Dawn of Day and The Genealogy of Morals)
in the hands of the translators. The Henry & Co. issue is exceeding scarce in the
trade, reflecting the very light reported sales of just 257 copies before June 30,
1897.
Nietzsche's most radical and most famous book, Zarathustra is the one he
considered his masterwork and his highest single achievement. "Zarathustra is
more poetry than prose, more vision than reasoned insight, more didactic
exhortation than playful intellectual fencing, more prophecy than psychological
observation. The four books are an elaborate riddle seamlessly blending elements of Nietzsche's philosophy, his psyche, and his
personal life into a seductive invitation to dance – and the vast literature they have generated is ample testimony to the complexity
and the depth of the work” (Schaberg, The Nietzsche Canon, p. 87).
"It is, moreover, the critical or destructive aspect of his philosophy that has made a significant mark on the mind of
sophisticated man. He emphasized the important part in all spheres of human thought and activity played by self-deception,
illusion and prejudice, and it is his stark insistence on the necessity to recognize and ruthlessly to uproot these sinister and
treasured falsities that has made him appear unsympathetic to some. In this main aspect of his outlook and in its reception,
similarities with Freud are plainly observable. “Thus Spake Zarathustra” glorifies the Uebermensch (superman). It is a
long philosophical prose poem and the most widely known of his works" (Printing and the Mind of Man 370).
Like Zarathustra, Nietzsche the philosopher goes down among men again in this prophetic masterwork, exhorting them to recognize
and attend to what is best in them. “I teach you the Overman” says Zarathustra in his first speech to the people, “Man is something
that should be overcome. What have you done to overcome him?”
Original apple-green cloth boards with very light edgewear and just a bit of discoloration to
the front edges of the boards. Small (1") split at edge of lower rear spine. Internally tight
and clean. A very presentable copy of the first English translation of Nietzsche's most
popular work.
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Compact 1899 (still lifetime) Edition of Zarathustra

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Also sprach Zarathustra (Thus spoke Zarathustra). C.G.
Naumann, Leipzig, 1899. TP + Half title + 1-479 + [481]-[492] = Publisher’s catalog,
Small Octavo. Later Edition.
$ 150
[See the full description of the contents of this book as detailed in the listing above.]
The ‘circular snake’ edition of this book in publisher’s original pebbled tan covers with gilt
lettering and designs on both the front cover and the spine in red. Spine lettering a bit faded,
but otherwise a pretty copy of this compact edition of Nietzsche’s famous Also sprach
Zarathustra.
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One of the Rare “Gold” Copies of
“The Bank Director’s Edition” of Ecce homo

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Ecce homo (Behold the Man). Insel-Verlag,
Leipzig, 1908. 1 leaf + TPs + 7-154 + [155] = Inhalt + [157] =
“Exemplar” page, Square Quarto. First Edition (Schaberg 61a).
$ 3,500
Released in an edition of 1,250 copies: 150 on Japanese velin and 1,100
on parchment. This copy is one of the premium copies on Japanese velin
with gold (rather than brown) ink throughout and with the deluxe
binding. It is numbered “93”.
Double-spread art nouveau title page illustrated by Henry Van de Velde.
“Van de Velde developed all his decorative elements from the logic of
the curve and reverse curve and by covered surfaces and plain surfaces.
This brings the text and the decorations into an ideally close connection
with each other” (Hofstatter, Art Nouveau, p. 100). Copies were so
expensive that it was dubbed the "bank director's edition" (Schaberg, The
Nietzsche Canon, p. 185).
First edition of Nietzsche's apologia, written as a pre-emptive defense
against his interpreters, though not published for almost twenty years
after it was written, due to the machinations and the fears of his sister. "I
have a terrible fear that one day I will be pronounced holy: you will guess
why I publish this book before; it shall prevent people from doing
mischief with me. I do not want to be a holy man; sooner even a buffoon.
– Perhaps I am a buffoon." To his future followers, he offers the
following: "You say you believe in Zarathustra? But what matters
Zarathustra! You are my believers – but what matter all believers! You
had not yet sought yourselves, and you found me. Thus do all believers;
therefore all faith amounts to so little."
Original grey suede boards with embossed circular title on the front cover in gilt
and again in gilt on the spine. One of 150 copies printed on Japanese velin, this
one being numbered 93. With a small stain mark to the bottom of the spine from
a former owner’s sticker and a small library stamp (University of Jena) to the
verso of the TP. A letter of deaccession back to the original owner is enclosed.
Otherwise a clean, tight and bright copy protected by a modern slip case.
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Nietzsche’s Self-Congratulatory Masterpiece
Explaining: “Why I Am So Wise”

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich. Ecce homo (Behold the Man). Insel-Verlag,
Leipzig, 1908. 1 leaf + TPs + 7-154 + [155] = Inhalt + [157] = “Exemplar”
page, Square Quarto. First Edition (Schaberg 61b).
$ 1,200
Released in an edition of 1,250 copies: 150 on Japanese velin and 1,100 on
parchment. This copy is one of the 1,250 printed on parchment with brown
(rather than gold) ink throughout and is numbered “964”.
[See the full description of this book as detailed in the listing above.]
Original half vellum and grey boards with embossed circular title on the front
cover in gilt and again in gilt on the spine. One of 1,100 copies printed on
parchment, this one being numbered 964. The front cover is very slightly bowed
outward (as is usual with this book) and with some soiling to the vellum on both
the front and back boards. Otherwise a well preserved, clean, and bright copy.
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The “True Second Edition” of Pascal’s Pensées

PASCAL, Blaise. Pensées de M. Pascal sur la religion et sur quelques autres sujets, qui ont esté
trouvées après sa mort parmy ses papiers.(Thought of Mr. Pascal on religion and some other
subjects, which were found among his papers after his death). Guillaume Desprez, Paris, 1670. 2
blank leaves + TP + [i]-[lxi] = Preface + [lxii]-[lxxii] = Approbations + [lxxiii]-[lxxv] = Table des
Titres + [lxxvi] = Privlege du Roy + [lxxvii]-[lxxviii] = Avertissement + [1]-312 + 307-330 + 313334 + 20 pp. = Table des Matieres + 1 blank leaf, 12mo. Counterfeit(?) “True Second Edition”
(Maire 6, Tchemerzine, Vol. IX, p. 73 [b]).
$ 3,000
This small book has an extremely complicated bibliography. This copy is one of the five earliest
issues of the work – two of which were released by the publisher along with two counterfeits and
one presumed counterfeit. Of the two editions issued by Pascal’s publisher, Desprez, one is dated
1669 (the so-called édition préorigionale – Maire 2) while the other has the date 1670 on the title
page (Maire 3).
The 1669 title page, i.e. the édition préorigionale (Maire 2), has survived in only two known
copies; both of which are in French libraries. The supposition is that the 1669 copies were printed as a tirage resteint [restricted
printing] (Le Guern speculates there may have been just thirty or so copies) for submission to the censors and friends; the
approbations are dated August-November 1669, and a letter from Arnauld to Florin Périer (dated November 20, 1669) mentions
some of the difficulties connected with this édition préorigional.
Desprez followed this with “the true first edition” [“la véritable premiére edition”] (Maire 3) with 1670 on the title page and 365
numbered pages – all of which are correctly numbered – and the privilege dated January 7, 1667.
The first counterfeit copy of the first edition (Maire 4) has 365 page – like Desprez’ “true first edition” – but there are numbering
errors in the book (4 for 42, 97 for 67 and 169 for 166) and the privilege is dated December 27, 1666.
The second counterfeit copy (Maire 5) is identical to this last copy (including the errors in pagination), but can be easily identified
by the completely different device (a floret similar to the 1657 edition of Lettres Provinciales rather than the Library Monogram
used on all of these other printings).
Maire calls the third (presumed) counterfeit copy of the Pensees (Maire 6) “the true second edition” and Tchmerzine agrees
with this designation calling it the “veritable seconde edition des Pensees” (Tchemerzine, Vol. IX, p. 73 [b]). The book has 358
pages although the numbering ends on page 334. (The pagination of the text runs from [1] to 312 and then reverts to 307 and
continues to 330 before picking up again at page 313 and ending at 334.) This 358-page issue (1-312 + 307-330 + 313-334 = 358
pages) has sometimes been called the First Edition, Corrected, Second Issue but both Maire and Tchemerzine call it the “true second
edition” – despite Maire’s rather cavalier presumption of it counterfeit status. (“In this edition, all the faults specified in the erratum
of the true first edition have been corrected. It can be consider as a true second edition, although the title does not bear that
indication. Because of the poor quality of the paper and use of defective characters, it should be consider as a counterfeit.” Maire
6.) [“Dans cette edition, toutes les fautes indiquees dans l’erratum de la vraie premiere edition sont corrigees. On peut la
considerer comme une veritable deuxieme edition, bien que le titre n'en porte pas l’indication. En raison de la mauvaise qualite du
papier et des caracteres uses et defectueux, on devrait la considerer comme une contrefacon.”]
A gorgeous contemporary full leather binding. The spine has five raised bands with gilt lettering and decorations in each compartment.
With the gilt embossed arms of the William Paved Vendeuvre family to the center of both the front and back covers. Lovely marbled
endpapers. This is a very handsome, clean, bright and tight copy of this important and uncommon book.
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THREE RARE PAPERS BY PEIRCE ON “ALGEBRAIC RELATIVES”
Rare Original Offprint of Description of a Notation for the Logic of Relatives
Rare Offprint of On the Algebra of Logic
Rare Private Printing of Brief Description of the Algebra of Relatives

PEIRCE, C. S. [Charles Sanders]. Description of a Notation for the Logic of Relatives. Welch, Bigelow, and Company,
Cambridge, 1870: Extracted from Memoirs of the American Academy, Vol. IX. TP + 1-62 + blank rear cover, Quarto, 9½” x 11¾”,
First Edition Offprint (Ketner P00052).
[plus]

PEIRCE, C. S. [Charles Sanders]. On the Algebra of Logic, University Press, Cambridge, 1880: American Journal of
Mathematics, Volume III, Issue Number I. [15]-57, Quarto, 9½” x 12”, First Edition Offprint (Ketner P00167).
[plus]

PEIRCE, C. S. [Charles Sanders]. Brief Description of the Algebra of Relatives. [Privately published], [Baltimore], [1882]. [1]6 pages. Quarto, 9¼” x 11¾”. First Edition Offprint (Ketner P00220).
$ 12,500
NOTE:
ITEM 1: Description of the Notation for the Logic of
Relatives lacks the “Logic of Relatives” front
cover (identical in type and appearance to the
cover of Item 3) and has an unfortunate 1¼”
x 6” cutout at the bottom of page 1 effecting
the text on both pages 1 & 2 (deleted text
supplied in facsimile).
ITEM 2: On the Algebra of Logic lacks the original
printed front wrapper. This is common – both
Harvard and Brown note the lack of this brief
title page (“Reprinted from the American
Journal of Mathematics, vol. III”) in their
copies.
ITEM 3: Brief Description of the Algebra of Relatives
is intact and complete.

For Peirce, reasoning is primarily and in its most
elementary sense, reasoning about relations. These three
ground-breaking papers contain important elements in his
ongoing formulation of the foundational principles of
modern logic in terms of those relations or, as he usually
phrased it, their “relatives.”
Charles Sanders Peirce was the first American to take up
the challenge of George Boole’s program to find the
mathematical laws of logic – a program that resulted in the
formulation of today’s modern logic. Peirce made
numerous major contributions to this development
between 1866 and 1914, but it was his technical papers
written between 1867 and 1885 that established him as the
greatest formal logician in the world and the most
influential thinker to appear after Boole and before Ernst
Schroeder. Peirce's papers can be notoriously difficult, but
once Schroeder explicated them, they became well-known
and widely influential in the field.
DeMorgan, working on these same Boolean problems,
founded the “algebra of relations” in an 1859 paper, but
Peirce took his work and extended it much farther – while
simultaneously expanding it into a powerful philosophical
tool – beginning with this first 1870 paper: Description of
a Notation for the Logic of Relatives. The paper radically
modified, extended, and transformed Boolean algebra,
making it applicable to propositions, relations, probability,
and arithmetic. In this paper, Peirce laid the foundations of
the logic of relations, the key technique for the logical
analysis of mathematics, and invented the copula symbol
of inclusion, the most important symbol in the logic of
classes.

Peirce, who was not known to be humble about himself or
his work, commented in 1903: “In 1870, I made a
contribution to this subject [logic] which nobody who
masters the subject can deny was the most important
excepting Boole’s original work that ever has been
made.” (Peirce, Collected Papers, Volume III, p. 27; The
Lowell Lectures of 1903.)
Then, in his 1880 paper On the Algebra of Logic, Peirce
made a significant new addition to his theories, detailing
the first definitions of logical addition and multiplication
suitable for modern Boolean algebra. "These definitions
were included… in a section on the logic of non-relative
terms, which is often regarded as the first presentation of
Boolean algebra in its modern form." (Grattan-Guinness
editor, Companion Encyclopedia of the History and
Philosophy of the Mathematical Sciences, Volume 1, p.
608). [NOTE: This expanded Boolean algebra is in turn the
basis for logic gates, and hence a basic conceptual building
block for today's computers. In that regard, Peirce was
almost clairvoyant. In 1886, he wrote a letter to Allan
Marquand at Princeton noting in part "I think you should
return to the problem, especially as it is by no means
hopeless to expect to make a machine for really very
difficult mathematical problems. But you would have to
proceed step by step. I think electricity would be the best
thing to rely on." (Writings of Charles S. Peirce 1884-1886,
p. 422)] Indeed!
The final piece in this offering, Brief Description of the Algebra of Relatives, was privately printed by Peirce in 1882, but
distributed to very few people. That year, while teaching a short course in the logic of relatives at Johns Hopkins University, he
heard from his students some details of a course on universal multiple algebra being taught by another mathematician, James Joseph
Sylvester. “Peirce was convinced that Sylvester’s universal algebra was only a case, or interpretation, of his own logic of relatives,
and he decided to write out his system in a way that would demonstrate this relationship. He especially wanted to present his logic
of relatives in a manner that would interest Sylvester.” Once again, Peirce’s lack of hubris and his ever-challenged social skills
resulted in just the opposite. Sylvester was offended by this new, short paper and suggested that Peirce withhold publication of it
until his own course was at least finished. This made no sense to Peirce who could not understand, as he said in a letter, why
Sylvester “seem to be vexed with me.” He went on to have the paper printed at his own expense (in a small, but unknown quantity),
but checked with Daniel Coit Gilman, the President of Johns Hopkins University, before distributing it and was advised to “keep
back the issue.” Peirce did so grudgingly, circulating very few copies to close friends (while peevishly noting in his diary “Sylvester
is a cad”). Schroeder, for one, did receive a copy, but when attempting to cite the paper years later, had to write to Peirce asking
him where the piece had been published (this is not indicated on the copy although it was surely Baltimore). (See Writings of
Charles S. Peirce: 1879-1884, Indiana University Press, 1989, pp. lii-liv.)
See the additional NOTE on condition above (printed just below the price of this set)
ITEM 1: Gathered and tied with original string utilizing three neat holes in the center of the left edge. With just a bit of staining to the
front cover (just below the bottom string hole) and in the upper right corner throughout, but getting lighter as the pages progress. The
excision was made on page 2, neatly removing Peirce’s footnote in which he introduces his important ‘copula symbol’ (–<) which he
wrote was meant “to declare that the object of the term written before it is included under the object of the term written after it.” [Excised
text supplied in facsimile.] Other than these two unfortunate flaws, this is remarkably well-preserved and handsome copy of this
extremely rare piece by Charles Sanders Peirce.
ITEM 2: Missing the front cover which, as noted above, is uncommon. Some minor remnants remain along the left edge. Neatly trimmed
top and bottom but deckled along the right edge. With several small chips to the preserved rear wrapper. Overall, an excellent copy of
this rare offprint
ITEM 3: Original privately printed light green cover with some browning and one minor chip to the top center front cover and another
to the rear wrapper in the lower left corner. Otherwise a fine copy of this piece privately printed by Peirce.
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Popper’s Savage Attack on Communism & Fascism

POPPER, Karl R. The Poverty of Historicism, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London,
1957. Half title + TP + [v] = Dedication Page + vii = Historical Note + ix-xi =
Preface + xiii-xiv = Contents + 1-166, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 250
The Poverty of Historicism was first written as a paper read in 1936 and then
updated and published as a book in 1957. It was dedicated “In memory of the
countless men and women of all creeds or nations or races who fell victim to the
fascist and communist belief in Inexorable Laws of Historical Destiny” and its
stated purpose is to persuade the reader of both the danger and the bankruptcy of
the idea of historicism.
The work is basically a treatise on the proper scientific methods to be used in the
social sciences, defining historicism as: “an approach to the social sciences which
assumes that historical prediction is their principal aim…”. “The belief… that it is
the task of the social sciences to lay bare the law of evolution of society in order to
foretell its future… might be described as the central Historicist doctrine.” The
author then goes on to systematically demolish these assumptions and beliefs.
Popper begins by distinguishing two main strands of historicism, a “pronaturalistic” approach (which “favours the application of the methods of physics”)
and the “anti-naturalistic” approach which opposes these methods. In the first two
parts of the book, he give an exposition of these historicist views (both pro- and
anti-naturalistic), and in the second two parts provides his scathing criticism of
them. Popper concludes by contrasting the antiquity of historicism (which, for
example, Plato is said to have espoused) with the claims of modernity made by its
twentieth century adherents.
When published as a book in 1957, The Poverty of Historicism was hailed
by the anti-communist author Arthur Koestler as "probably the only book
published this year which will outlive the century."
Original publisher’s black cloth binding with gilt lettering to the spine. The dust
jacket is lightly sunned on the spine and has a few small chips and closed tears.
With a former owner’s name and date (1957) to the front free endpaper.
Otherwise, a clean, tight and bright copy of this important and influential work
by Karl Popper.
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First English Translation of Popper’s
Important Logic of Scientific Discovery

POPPER, Karl R. The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Hutchinson,
London, 1959. Half title + TP + [5]-[480], Octavo. First Edition in English.
$ 500
The author’s own English translation of his important Logik der Forschuung
(first published in 1935).
Popper, who is generally regarded as one of the greatest philosophers of
science in the 20th century, is best known for his theory of empirical
falsification which was first detailed in the original German version of this
book. He coined the term "critical rationalism" to describe his philosophy
which, in regards to the method of science, indicates his rejection of classical
empiricism and the traditional observer/induction account of science that
had grown up out of it. Popper argues strongly against the latter, holding that
scientific theories are abstract in nature, and can be tested only indirectly, by
reference to their implications.

Logically, he says, no number of positive outcomes at the level of experimental testing can confirm a scientific theory, but a single
counterexample is logically decisive: it shows the theory to be ‘false.’ The term “falsifiable” does not mean something is made
false, but rather that, if it is false, it can be shown by observation or experiment. Popper's account of the logical asymmetry between
verification and falsifiability lies at the heart of his philosophy of science. It also inspired him to take falsifiability as his criterion
of demarcation between what is, and is not, genuinely scientific: i.e. a theory should be considered scientific if, and only if, it is
falsifiable. This led him to attack the claims of both psychoanalysis and contemporary Marxism to scientific status, on the basis that
their theories are not falsifiable.
Popper’s theory of falsification was most famously challenged by Thomas Kuhn in his influential book The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (1962) which argued that scientists actually work in a series of shifting paradigms and that Popper’s theory of
falsification would actually make science impossible – setting the stage for one of the great confrontation in the philosophy of
science which is still being fought today.
Original publisher’s grey pebbled clothe binding with gilt lettering on a red field to the spine. The dust jacket is lightly sunned on the
spine and has a few small chips and closed tears. Otherwise, a clean, tight and bright copy of this important and influential work.
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Popper’s Radical Theory of ‘Evolutionary Epistemology’
Lovingly Inscribed to W.V.O. Quine by Karl Popper

POPPER,

Karl R.. Objective Knowledge, An
Evolutionary Approach. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1972.

Half title + TP + [v] = Dedication page (to Tarski) + [vii] =
Preface + [viii] = Acknowledgments + [ix]-x = Contents +
1-380, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 1,800
Inscribed to W.V.O. Quine by Popper on the front free
endpaper: “To Van, with love, / from Karl.”
Popper’s presents here his theory of 'Evolutionary
Epistemology', in which he proposed that our ideas and
theories evolve and our knowledge 'grows'. In order to
advance his case, he introduced several new ideas, such as
verisimilitude (the idea that there are a certain number of
possible propositions out there, and you can measure the
value of a proposition relative to the total number of
propositions in 'proposition-space') and his theory of the
'three worlds' (the real world, the subjective world, and the
world of things that are written down and artifacts in
general).
The book is subtitled 'An Evolutionary Approach' because
Popper sees the evolution of knowledge as continuous with
biological evolution: "From the amoeba to Einstein, the
growth of knowledge is always the same: we try to solve
our problems, and to obtain, by a process of elimination,
something approaching adequacy in our tentative solution."
In Popper's view, the evolution of knowledge is not merely
analogous with biological evolution; rather, it is an
extension of biological evolution: it is basically the same,
continuous process, from the biological evolution of the
amoeba to the most sophisticated theories of science.
In addition, the first chapter in the book contains Popper's most extensive discussion of the problem of induction. His interest in
this problem dates back to the earliest days of his career and Popper’s conclusions here is that there is no process of induction, and
the sorts of things imagined by so many academic philosophers are just fantasies and misconceptions. As Popper explains it, science
gets along perfectly well without any inductive logic.

The final chapters represent some of Popper's most mature philosophy. He offers a realist view of logic, physics, and history,
discussing in lucid terms the aim of science and the problem of rationality. The appendix, entitled "The Bucket and the Searchlight:
Two Theories of Knowledge", serves as a brilliant climax in which many threads from these otherwise independent chapters are
cogently brought together.
Original publisher’s dark grey cloth with gilt lettering on the spine. The bright blue dust jacket (with white and black lettering) is near
fine with just the most minor nicks and dings and a very slight amount of sunning to the spine. Preserved in a custom clamshell box.
Otherwise, this is an absolutely fine copy.
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First Edition of Royce’s 1899 Gifford Lectures
Inscribed by Royce in the Year of Publication

ROYCE, Josiah. The World and the Individual. The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1900. Half title + TP + Dedication page + vii-xiv = Preface + xv-xvi
= Contents + half title + 3-588 + [589]-[590] = Publisher’s ads + 1 blank leaf,
Octavo. First Edition.
$ 2,200
With a gorgeous, large inscription
to the front free endpaper: “With
best wishes / Josiah Royce / Nov.
5, 1900.”
Royce’s Gifford Lectures were
delivered before the University of
Aberdeen in January and February of 1899 and are considered
to be among his most important
writings. The lectures were
subtitled First series: The Four
Historical Conceptions of Being. These lectures by Royce directly preceded The
Varieties of Religious Experience series of Gifford lectures that William James
delivered at the University of Edinburgh in 1901-1902.
Publisher's original green binding with gilt lettering on the spine. Just the lightest of
wear to the spine edges and tips. The final four leaves are uncut. With occasional
horizontal and vertical small pencil lines (typically ¼” or so) in the margins. Overall,
a beautiful copy of this important book with an equally fine inscription.
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First Edition of Royce’s Tribute to William James and Other Essays

ROYCE, Josiah. William James and Other Essays in the Philosophy of Life. The Macmillan Company, New York, 1911. Half
title + TP + v-ix = Preface + xi = Contents + half title + 3-301 + [303]-[308] = Publisher’s ads, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 75
Royce's collection of five essays opens with “William James and the Philosophy of Life”, his tribute to his Harvard colleague who
had died the previous year, followed by “Loyalty and Insight,” “What is Vital in Christianity?,” “The Problem of Truth in the Light
of Recent Discussion” and “Immortality.” The book suggests just how much James and Royce held in common. Perhaps most
important, both Royce and James thought philosophy too important to be left to specialists; they both wrote with the hope that
philosophy, the love of wisdom, had something of importance to give to the non-specialist in, as Royce put it in the Preface to this
collection, forming "sound ideals for the conduct of life".

The opening essay remains one of the most insightful treatments of James's thought.
Royce characterizes James as one of three Americans who, together with Jonathan
Edwards and Ralph Waldo Emerson, had made distinctive and original contributions to
philosophy. Royce identifies evolutionary theory and the developing science of
psychology as key influences on the thought of William James, and he explores James's
contributions to the development of American religious life in the Varieties of Religious
Experience, along with his presentation of pragmatism in his book of that name, and
ethics, particularly in James's early essay, "The Will to Believe".
Royce writes that James "lavishly used the resources of the naturalist, of the humanist,
and of the ethical dialectician. He saw the facts of human life as they are, and he
resolutely lived beyond them into the realm of the spirit. He loved the concrete, but he
looked above towards the larger realm of universal life." Royce concludes his essay by
describing his friend as "a prophet of the nation that is to be."
Publisher's original green cloth with gilt lettering on the front board and the spine. Some wear
to the spine edges and tips. The spine is not noticeably discolored by the sun but the gilt
lettering has certainly faded significantly. This is one darkened stain to the upper left corner
of the front board. Former owner’s bookplate to inside front cover and pencil signature on
front free endpaper. Overall, a nice copy of this collection of essays by Royce.
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Introducing the Famous “Venn Diagrams”

VENN, John. Symbolic Logic. Macmillan and Co., London, 1881. Half-title + TP
+ [v]-vii = Table of Contents + [viii] = Preface + [ix]-xxxix = Introduction + [xl]
= Corrigenda et Addenda + 1-446 + [447]-[448] = Publisher’s ads, Octavo.
First Edition.
$ 700
Modern set theory put mathematics on a firm, logical foundation; allowing
mathematicians to give precise definitions to their terms, thereby replacing the
unsatisfactory and fuzzy language of the seventeenth century with the much more
exact language of sets. To illustrate the concepts of this new set theory, different
types of logical diagrams emerged, the most famous of these being the wellknown Venn diagrams.
Leonhard Euler had introduced his own system of diagrams for syllogistic
reasoning in 1768, but they were limited in the ways that they could express less
than absolute relationships This landmark first edition introduces Venn’s
celebrated diagrams as a visual tool for representing logical and mathematical
classes in a way that allowed for much greater expressiveness of partial or
imperfect relationships.
While Symbolic Logic was written initially as an attempt to expand and clarify
Boolean algebra, Venn’s diagrams have proven to be so successful that their uses
have been expanded into probability theory, logic, statistics and computer
science.
Publisher's original burgundy cloth with gilt-lettered spine. The front board is
discolored with lighter spots around the edges and similarly, but much less so, on the
rear board. Former owner’s names to top right corner of the half-title and one owner’s
name (“Harold Sprague”) at the top of the title page. Otherwise, a clean and tight copy
of this important work.
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The First Telling of the “Newton and the Apple” Story

VOLTAIRE. Letters concerning the English Nation, C. David and A. Lyon, London,
1733. TP + [i]-[vii] = Preface + [viii]-[xii] = Contents + [xiii]-[xiv] = Publisher’s ads + 1-253
+ [254]-[271] = Index, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 3,500
This is the true first edition of the work which Voltaire wrote in English. The French
translation was not published until the following year of 1734. Containing Voltaire’s
observations on a wide variety of subjects on the English which he praises lavishly in
contrast to their French counterparts. Including chapters on the Quakers and other
religious issues along with his observations on government and trade, but most famous
for his appraisals of Locke, Bacon, Newton (where the story of the apple makes it first
appearance in print), and his disparagement of French thinkers, most especially,
Descartes. A celebration of empiricism and English science.
This is a famous and important book of the Enlightenment in France where it gained a
wide readership and stirred up considerable resentment because of Voltaire’s favorable
view of the English and his disparaging comparison of them with the French.
"Inspired by Voltaire's two-year stay in England (1726-8), this is one of the key works
of the Enlightenment. Exactly contemporary with Gulliver's Travels and The
Beggar's Opera, Voltaire's controversial pronouncements on politics, philosophy,
religion, and literature have placed the Letters among the great Augustan satires.
Voltaire wrote most of the book in English, in which he was fluent and witty, and it
fast became a bestseller in Britain. He re-wrote it in French as the Lettres
philosophiques, and current editions in English translate his French."
(Nicholas Cronk, Introduction to the Oxford's Classics edition from 1999).
Contemporary full paneled leather with five raised bands on the spine and the author/title in gilt lettering. The joints have been
professionally reinforced. Front and rear fly leaves darkened on the edges. A very pretty copy of this important work.
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Later Edition of Watt’s Frequently Reprinted Logick

WATTS, Isaac. Logick: Or, The Right Use of Reason in the Enquiry after Truth, with a
Variety of rules to guard against Error, in the Affairs of Religion and Human Life, as
well as in the Sciences, Printed for Buckland, Strahan, Rivington, Caslon, Longman, Field,
Dilly, Robinson, Flexney, and Goldsmith, London, 1782. 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with a grant
of copyright on the verso (from George R. and signed by W. Pitt) + TP + [v]-vi = Dedication
+ [vii]-[x] = Contents + [1]-365 + [366] = “Lastly Published” [listing Watt’s Works] + 1
blank leaf; Octavo. Later Edition.
$ 375
The English theologian, Isaac Watts, was a follower of Malebranche. He is best known as a
composer of hymns and the founder of modern English hymnody. His most widely known
hymn is “Joy to the World.”
First published in 1725, this educational work was used as a basic textbook at Cambridge,
Oxford, Harvard and Yale well into the early 19th century. "Throughout the years between
1728 and 1785 the vogue of his Logick in institutions of higher learning does not appear to
have slackened. When Jeremy Bentham attended Queens College, Oxford, in the first three
years of the 1760s, the Logick was still in use as the standard English treatise in its field; but
Bentham regarded it as 'Old Woman's logic.’'" (Howell, Eighteenth-Century British Logic
and Rhetoric).
Contemporary calf binding with gilt rules to the outside borders of each board. With a red
morocco label with gilt lettering to the spine which is also richly decorated with floral tools and
edges in gilt. Just a bit of wear to the binding with one noticeable bump to the top middle of the
rear board. Otherwise, a clean, bright and tight contemporary copy of this ever-popular 18th
century work in logic.
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An Inscribed Copy of Whitehead’s Most Important Later Work

WHITEHEAD, Alfred North. Process and Reality, An Essay in Cosmology. Macmillan Company, New York, 1929. Half title
+ TP + [v]-x = Preface + xi-xii = Contents + half title + [3]-545 + [547] = Corrigenda + endpaper with a photo of Whitehead pasted
in, Octavo. First American Edition.
$ 4,000
Whitehead has neatly signed and underlined his name in ink just below his name on the title page.
With the former owner’s name (‘Clifton C. Winn”) in ink on the front free end paper and a typed noted crudely taped to the inside
front cover:
This book was given to me by my lifelong friend Clifton Winn, who was a graduate student of Alfred North Whitehead at
Harvard University and a member of his Sunday night discussion group. // With great pleasure I give this volume entitled
“Process and Reality” and autographed by Alfred North Whitehead to Dr. Donald Kleckner, Dean of the Alfred North
Whitehead Center, University of Redlands.
Arguably, Whitehead’s most important single work and certainly the most important work of his “late period”. “Whitehead’s
comprehensive metaphysical philosophy was presented in [this book] based on the Gifford lectures given at the University of
Edinburgh during the 1927/1928 session. Whitehead distinguished cosmology from metaphysics (which he held dealt with the
formal character of all facts), maintaining that cosmology described the general characteristics of our ‘cosmic epoch.’ That is, it
took account of the empirical character of a particular type of world order – in the case of our world order, one characterized by
electromagnetic events, dimensions, shapes, and measurability. Laws of nature, Whitehead held, were not part of the ultimate
metaphysics of the universe; they could change their character with the rise and fall of different cosmic epochs dominated by
different kinds of facts.” (Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Vol. 8, p. 294)
Original publisher’s navy blue cloth binding with gilt lettering on a slightly sunned spine. Inside front cover as described above.
Otherwise a tight, bright and clean copy.
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Wittgenstein’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus
“The Most Important Book of Twentieth-Century Philosophy”
The Second Corrected Printing with the Final State of the Text

WITTGENSTEIN, Ludwig. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., London, 1933. Half title +
TP + [5] = Note page + 7-189 + 1 blank leaf + [1]-[8] = Publisher’s ads, Octavo. Second Corrected Printing.
$ 600
Wittgenstein's monumental work which is usually accorded the honor of being acclaimed "the most important book of twentiethcentury philosophy". Printed in English with facing German texts, this is the second corrected printing in book form of what first
appeared in 1921 in the final number of Annalen der Naturphilosophie, the text being revised by the author and a translation made
by Frank P. Ramsey under the editorship of C. K. Ogden.
Bertrand Russell, Wittgenstein's one-time teacher, supplied the uncomprehending “Introduction”. (Regarding the “Introduction”,
Wittgenstein wrote Russell on April 9, 1920: “There’s so much of it that I’m not quite in agreement with – both where you’re
critical of me and also where you’re simply trying to elucidate my point of view.” [WA, p. 23]) Apart from one paper published in
1929, which he considered weak and confused, the Tractatus was the only philosophical work that Wittgenstein published during
his lifetime.
With an eight-page catalog at the end which is dated 1944.
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gorgeous copy of this second printing of Wittgenstein’s masterpiece.
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